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It is only natural to dread seeing your report
card, especially with the anticipation of a bad grade.
Not only was it hard enough hiding poor marks
from your parents back in middle school but imag-
ine having them published on the Internet for the
world to see.
Well, this is what happened to Bryant University
and unjustifiably so. For those of you who have not
heard of the College Sustainability Report Card, it is
a system designed by the Sustainable Endowment
Institute in Massachusetts and is used to rank a
school’s ability to develop economically while pre-
serving its environment. Each school is graded in
nine different areas: Administration, Climate
Change and Energy, Food and Recycling, Green
Building, Student Involvement, Transportation, En-
dowment Transparency, Investment Priorities, and
Shareholder Engagement. It ranks the 300 schools in
the United States and Canada with the largest en-
dowments. Bryant was 1 of 6 schools to receive an
overall grade of “F,” failing in all categories but one.
The Report Card failed Bryant in the Administra-
tion category, making the claim that the university
“has no known policy relating to campus-wide sus-
tainability initiatives.” Ken Person, the Director of
Campus and Environmental Management explains,
“Although there is no direct written policy, the
school adheres to state guidelines at all times.” That
as well as the efforts being made to introduce wind
power to campus must count
for something.
As far as Climate Change
and Energy goes, Bryant also
received an “F” with the as-
sertion that no steps are
being taken to reduce carbon
emissions, increase energy ef-
ficiency or conservation, or
make use of renewable en-
ergy. It is time for people to
start doing their homework.
In 2007, Bryant University
and IBM joined forces to build an energy-efficient
data center that is estimated by Art Gloster, CIO of
IBM, to be “30% more efficient in power and cooling
terms alone.” Gloster also went on to say that this
solution “should also enable the University to re-
duce its energy consumption and carbon footprint.”
I mentioned the ever-glowing library in my previ-
ous article, but it too deserves some respect. The
HVAC system in the library includes copper-wound
transformers and high efficiency motors that cut
costs and more importantly reduce energy con-
sumption.
The Report Card also claims that there is no
known recycling program at Bryant. They can’t be
serious. Mr. Person is again very reassuring when
he explains that “Here at Bryant, we aim to recycle
as much as possible.” There are bins on every floor
in freshmen housing, in every suite, and in every
townhouse, not to mention the ones in the library
and the Unistructure. Every bag is sorted by facili-
ties. As far as dining services go, representatives
from Sodexho could not be reached for comment on
the claim that it has made no local or sustainable
food initiatives.
You may have heard talk about the construction
of a new residence hall, Hall 18. There has also been
talk of this building being accredited by Leadership
in
This past Wednesday, Bryant University wel-
comed Danny Smith to the campus for a full day of
interaction with students and faculty. Smith traveled
to Bryant from Los Angeles where he is the Execu-
tive Producer and Writer for Family Guy, an ani-
mated series based in the fictional town of Quahog,
Rhode Island.
Originally from Smithfield, Danny Smith got his
first editing and writing experience on the local
show, PM Magazine, where he worked with future
Today Show host, Matt Lauer. Smith then moved to
California and joined the improvisational group, the
Groundlings. He later became a sitcom writer and
worked for a variety of shows, including Head of the
Class, Third Rock from the Sun, In the House, Nurses,
Soul Man, and Yes Dear. In 1998, he became one of
the original writers for Family Guy.
The Communication Department, Student Af-
fairs, and the College of Arts and Sciences spon-
sored Smith’s visit. However, professors Susan and
Stanley Baran, who had a connection to Smith de-
veloped the initial idea. Susan revealed that she
worked with Danny Smith years ago at the Channel
10 studio. She and her husband are close friends of
Smith’s cousin, John Cafferty, who was known as
lead vocalist of the band John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band. After discussing the idea of
having Danny Smith visit Bryant, the Barans ap-
proached him.
“He was happy to do it,” Susan said.
Baran thought this was a great opportunity for
Communication students.
“We have been using Family Guy as part of the
mass communication curriculum,” she said. “Stu-
dents examine content and talk about censorship in
relation to the show.”
Professor and Chair of the Communication De-
partment, Wendy Samter, also helped organize
Smith’s day, including a student reception.
“I thought he was really generous in talking
to the students, telling stories, and answering their
questions,” she said. “He was realistic with his ad-
vice but was also really hopeful and optimistic.”
At the Koffler Center, Smith did an interview
with WPRI 12. He was surrounded by a selected
group of about fifteen
Communication students
that were part of the stu-
dent reception and got a
glimpse of the interview-
ing process.
“It’s a good opportu-
nity for handpicked stu-
dents to get a little closer
to the guest,” Baran said.
Following the news in-
terview, Smith spoke
with the students. He dis-
cussed his journey to Cal-
ifornia where he worked
as a stand-up comedian
and a clerical worker at
Warner Brothers Studios.
Smith also reflected on
his first impression of
Family Guy after meeting
the show’s creator, Seth
MacFarlane.
“I like the dog…and I
really like that baby,” he
stated.
Smith acknowledged the show’s appeal to college
students and treated them to character impressions
and some of his favorite Rhode Island references
seen in the show.
“Everyone in Rhode Island is in their own way
convinced their town is Quahog,” he said, laughing.
He also shared lessons he learned along the way
and highlights from working on Family Guy.
“Creatively, it’s the most fun I’ve ever had in my
life…you don’t have to justify any joke,” Smith said.
“We always like to tread the line, but never go over
it.”
After the student reception Smith visited WJMF
to share his story over the
airwaves on ‘Business Talk
with Rubin and Greenan.’AJ
Toto, General Manager of
WJMF said one of the high-
lights of Smith’s visit was the
promotional drops he did for
the station.
“It was great…he was hi-
larious. He was so mellow,”
Toto said.
Prior to Smith’s perform-
ance, Family Guy episodes
played in Janikies Audito-
rium. At 7:00pm, Smith took
the stage and shared his ex-
periences with the audience,
including his family, who
lined the first two rows of
seats. Smith answered audi-
ence questions and provided
them with many laughs. To
conclude, he indulged the
audience with a premiere
Family Guy music video fea-
turing his brother’s band, Steve Smith & the Nakeds
and held a book signing outside of Janikies.
Biography courtesy of Danny Smith.
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Going Green: Making the grade
Campus welcomes the heart and soul of Family Guy
By Marisa Bono
Staﬀ Writer
By Jessica Miles
Campus News Editor
See “Sustainability Report” on page 4
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As November is approaching, so is
the 2008 Presidential Elections. For
many of you, this will be the first time
that you have the privilege to vote. As
ridiculous as it may sound to some,
this election is extremely tight, and we
could be the deciding factors. It is ob-
vious that students at Bryant Univer-
sity are extremely busy with sports,
clubs, and organizations. However,
voting is a responsibility that all eligi-
ble United States citizens must up-
hold. It is our priority as the future of
this country to get out there and vali-
date our voice by voting. This Presi-
dential Election will be affecting us as
students, more than anyone else, with
issues such as the big bailout. There-
fore, it is obvious that voting is cur-
rently of extreme importance.
However, it is understood that many
of you have encountered some prob-
lems when it comes to the actual vot-
ing process. After interviewing many
Bryant students, it has become evident
that a large amount of students seem
to be confused with the idea of the ab-
sentee ballot. To help you, as readers,
better understand this, below you will
find your fellow classmates’ questions
and step by step answers.
“What is an absentee ballot?”
An absentee ballot is a vote cast by
someone who is unable to attend the
official polling station on the day of
the election.
“How do I qualify for an absentee
ballot?”
You can qualify for an absentee ballot
if you will be absent from your city or
town on Election Day, or if you have a
physical disability that prevents you
voting at your polls, or if you cannot
vote at the polls due to religious be-
liefs.
“How can I obtain an absentee bal-
lot?”
In order to obtain an absentee ballot,
you must request one at least a week
before the election occurs. Apply in
writing to your city or town clerk or
election commission and include your:
name
- address as registered
- ward and precinct (if you know
them)
- address where you wish the absentee
ballot sent
- in a primary, the party ballot you
want your signature
“Can anyone else apply for an absen-
tee ballot for me?”
Yes, a family member may apply for
you.
“When should I submit my applica-
tion for an absentee ballot?”
If voting by mail, make sure the appli-
cation arrives at your local election of-
fice early. Remember, the ballot will be
mailed to you. You may mail or hand-
deliver it back to the election office
but it must arrive before the polls
close on Election Day. To be absolutely
certain that your vote has been
counted, call the clerk’s office to make
sure they received it. Absentee ballots
should be available three weeks before
an election.
“How do I vote by absentee ballot?”
You may vote at the clerk’s office or
request that the ballot be mailed to
you. The deadline for applying for an
absentee ballot is noon of the day be-
fore the election.
“Must I be a registered voter in order
to vote by absentee ballot?”
Yes, unless you are a “specially quali-
fied voter”.
“How do I register?”
All you need to do to register is fill out
a voters registration card. You are
only eligible to vote it you are 18 years
of age, a U.S. citizen, and not in prison
or on parole for a felony.
“Must my ballot be witnessed?”
No; it may vary state to state, but in
most cases you do not need a witness.
“I’m still confused.”
If any of you are still confused
about the process of the absentee bal-
lot, feel free to contact the Bryant Re-
publicans or Democrats. The Bryant
Democrats include President Micaela
Maynard, who can be reached at
mmaynar1@bryant.edu. Advisor
Richard Holtzman can also be reached
at rholtzma@bryant.edu. The Bryant
Republicans include President Brian
Kennedy and Advisor John Dietrich,
who can be reached at
jdietric@bryant.edu.
After reading this article, some of
you may be asking yourself, “Why
should I vote?” Well, voting is not
technically an obligation. However, it
is a responsibility as well as a national
privilege and personal freedom. On
top of that, the only way that the foun-
dation of our country and democracy
works, is if its citizens are active par-
ticipants. Every aspect concerning vot-
ing reflects and affects us as
individuals. So, take pride in your na-
tion and its government. Go out on
Election Day and vote! Let your voice
be heard!
Let your voice be heard! Vote 2008!
By Alexsa Marino
Staﬀ Writer
OnWednesday, September 24th, the
Department of Public Safety (DPS) of-
fered morning and evening safety pro-
grams on Personal Safety 101, the first
in a series of monthly sessions. Certi-
fied DPS Crime Prevention Officers,
Jill Kramo and Rick Hayden gave
members of the Bryant community
important campus and home safety
information and tips.
For campus safety, Officer Hayden
stressed several points. Keep the
doors to your suite and your bedroom
locked. Keep valuables in a safe place.
Be sure to lock your car and to put
electronics like your GPS in your
trunk so that no one will see it. Use
the buddy system around campus or
call for a DPS escort. Familiarize
yourself with the layout of the campus
so that if something happens, you
know where to go. Walk in well-lit
areas. Carry your purse close to your
body with a firm grip or hold your
purse upside down so that if someone
tries to grab it and run, everything
will fall out and the person trying to
grab it will not want to stay around
and pick things up. Keep your keys
separate so that if a person steals your
personal items they will [most likely]
not know who you are or be able to
enter your suite or room. Do not prop
open exterior doors. You should re-
port malfunctioning locks to DPS as
well as any suspicious persons or ac-
tivities. You should also know your
Resident Assistant (RA) and the Resi-
dent Director (RD).
For walking, running, or jogging
safety, the crime prevention officers
emphasized several important tips.
Exercise in familiar places. If you are
wearing headphones, keep the music
low so that you can hear everything
around you. Make sure that you carry
your ID. Do not wear any jewelry or
bring money to ensure that you will
not lose it while walking or running.
Also, wear bright colors to improve
your visibility.
Other safety tips that the crime pre-
vention officers listed include safety
about receiving obscene or annoying
phone calls, using an ATM, and re-
porting vandalism. If you are receiv-
ing obscene and annoying phone calls,
let DPS know immediately. Keep a
log if they keep calling and try to
write down what the voice sounds
like to report it to DPS. Do not try to
handle it on your own.
When you are going to an ATM, be
sure to use it during the day or bring a
buddy. Do not give your PIN number
to anyone. Do not write down your
PIN number or account number and
leave it anywhere obvious to ensure
that no one can get in to your ac-
counts. {If you must have a written
password reminder, keep it in a safe
and secured place.}
If you see any vandalism on cam-
pus, report it to DPS immediately. Of-
ficer Hayden said, “You must protect
and preserve the campus for future
generations.” Vandalism, the officers
said, may be related to a bias or a
gang.
“Everyone should know about per-
sonal safety,” said Officer Hayden.
“The reason is that it protects you and
your family from crime that can occur
in your home or on campus. There
are a lot of useful tips that will help
you protect you and your loved ones.”
Chief George Coronado, the Direc-
tor of Public Safety, said, “Unfortu-
nately, we live in times where we
must take proactive measures to pro-
tect ourselves and our property. The
Department of Public Safety’s (DPS)
crime prevention effort was created to
draw attention to steps that individu-
als can take to help DPS provide that
protection. Crime prevention is a
shared effort with each person being
the first line of defense. Officers
Kramo and Hayden are committed in
helping the campus stay as safe as
possible.”
DPS will feature a new subject for a
presentation every month. The pres-
entation for the month of October will
be about alcohol and drug awareness.
Officer Hayden said, “I hope as
word gets out about the new crime
prevention unit that we can have more
people attend these sessions. It is only
an hour and you will walk away with
a lot of tips that will help protect
you and your family. Remember crime
does not go on vacation. As a member
of the Bryant community you are also
the eyes and ears of this campus, so if
you see or hear of any crimes that
have or are going to be committed you
should call DPS at extension 6001.”
By Brigit Clancy
Variety Editor
DPS makes a diﬀerence
On Monday, October 6, President
Ronald K. Machtley and Jack Trifts,
dean of the College of Business hosted a
special forum to address the current
crises in the national financial markets.
Attendance was high with approxi-
mately 200 guests from the surrounding
communities in addition to students
and faculty. The forum was held in
Janikies auditorium with overflow seat-
ing in the Rotunda featuring a live
broadcast of the presentation.
The forum featured commentary
from two distinguished faculty mem-
bers. Peter Nigro, PhD, professor of fi-
nance, Sarkisian Chair in Financial
Services, and former senior financial
economist at the U.S. Department of the
Treasury’s Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency. And, M. Cary Collins,
PhD, associate professor of finance,
Trustee Professor of Entrepreneurship,
and former visiting scholar at the U.S.
Department of the Treasury’s Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency.
For the first part of the presentation,
Nigro helped the audience understand
the current state of the financial mar-
kets and how we got to such a drastic
point. He noted that this was not a nor-
mal fluctuation in the markets and that
we are in the most difficult times in 39
years. He showed how the housing
market has dropped and outlined the
crises in not only the sub prime market,
but in the prim market as well. Accord-
ing, Nigro, a year ago, all you needed
was a pulse and you could get a loan to
buy home. That reckless lending has
come back to haunt us. He also blamed
American’s lack of financial literacy and
their desire to spend rather than save.
For the second part of the presenta-
tion, Collins spoke to the recent Emer-
gency Economic Stabilization Act and
made the crowd laugh with his satirical
criticism of how the act will fall short of
its expectations. His ultimate point,
was that the act would not but cash on
the streets like many thought it would.
Collins added that when it comes to
bailing out big banks, we should pick
and choose which ones to save. Not all
of them are worth investing in and we
should be thinking more about that.
The forum ended with an opportu-
nity for audience members to ask ques-
tions of the panel. Student loans, credit
scores, and the best time to buy were all
topics of discussion. Depressing as the
information was, the presentation was a
great way for attendees to learn more
about what is really going on.
ACE Appreciation Week
The staff of the Bryant Academic Center for Excellence would like to thank all of our student
employees for their hard work and dedication. Your work as peer tutors, office assistants,
writing consultants, note takers and reading facilitators is essential to the success of ACE and
the students of Bryant University. It is a pleasure working with each of you!
Our student employees:
Jose Abkar Melissa Allen Alphonse Asare Kyle Audet
Megan Barbessi Meghan Barry Luke Bornheimer Carly Bouchard
Maria Carranza Donna Chan Wah Hak Marc Cotone Qi "Dana" Da
Yimeng "Kiko" Dai Emily Deschenes Rob DesMarais Daniel DiMugno
Natalie DiPaola Stephen Doyle Jonathan Eddy Jacquelyn Friia
Brittany Folk Tracey Gant Jessica Giglio Kevin Hauver
Starr Hawkins Krista Hoffmaster Emily Holland Margaret Jiang
Zarana Kathrani Jessica Komoroski Arielle Langlais Thomas Lapinski
Alison Lefkowitz Scott Lemos Sarah Linszner David Loehr
Laura Lussier Jane Lutrario Natalie Mallis Courtney Mannix
Jenn Mansilla Alex Marconi Lashel McCarthy Daniela Mejia
Mark Meschisen Jake Meyer Lauren Morgan Brittany Murphy
Emily Murphy Eriseld Myrtaj Nemo Nemeth Andrew Nosack
Jason Orne Vaidehi Patel Alison Podpolucha David Reichert
Stephanie Rochefort Lauren Ruggiero Monica Ryl Makena Sage
Jeff Shew Melanie SchleeweisͲConnor Nikole Such Jessica Thompson
Sathiavanee Veeramoothoo Brian Waddell Erin Willard
By John Crisafulli
Editor-in-Chief
Financial Symposium draws
crowd, answers questions
Register Today
www.bryantarchway.com
In the
largest
election
in Bryant
University history, fifteen of the 913 members of
the Class of 2012 ran for Student Senate. The six
seats were filled by six very eager students:
Nicholas Mancuso, Justin Trelegan, Jason Fortin,
Ami Shah, Dhara Shah, and Cory Cloutier.
Nick Mancuso is from Madison, CT and is no
stranger to politics. With a very politically in-
volved family, Mancuso has been involved with
politics for much of his life. It’s no wonder that he
gravitated towards getting involved with Student
Senate his first year at Bryant – he has experience
getting things done. He served on the Student
Leadership Team at his high school, a position he
was appointed to by the principal each of his four
years there. The team is made up of twenty-five
students who serve as liaisons between the stu-
dent body and administration – much like Senate.
As a part of this team, Mancuso put into action the
first freshman integration program that helps
eighth-graders integrate from middle school to
high school. As a part of Senate, he co-chairs the
Faculty Liaison Academic Committee (FLAC) with
Jose Batista (’10) and is also a part of the Special
Olympics committee, which is dear to his heart be-
cause he has a brother with special needs.
“I love the idea of leadership, progression, and
moving forward. That is what I want to see at
Bryant, the continuance of ideas and moving for-
ward.”
To his 913 class members, he has this to say: “I
am here to serve you. I want to talk to everyone,
hear every concern, anything you want changed or
to be made better, I want to hear it.” So find him.
Talk to him.
Justin Trelegan of Waltham, MA is no stranger to
leadership. During his time at Waltham High, Trele-
gan played several sports and was a part of the 10-
24 Leadership Club, a leadership club for athletes;
he also served as the Vice President of Student
Council.
“I love being involved and being a leader; it is
fun. I just love doing it,” he says, and he’s going to
continue in that fun as a part of Student Senate.
Trelegan is co-chair of the DPS Committee with
Jose Batista (’10) and the Ways and Means Commit-
tee, headed by Senate Treasurer Robert Harvey
(’11), and wants to do everything he can to make
these high-performing committees.
“There’s a lot I want to accomplish, I want to help
the student body, hear what they have to say, and let
their voices be heard,” Trelegan told me, and he is
already doing just that.
He’s been approached by several members of his
class about specific issues and he has brought them
before Senate. His message to the class of 2012 is
simple:
“You can come to me. I will make myself accessi-
ble to you.”
What are you waiting for? Have you met him?
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Introducing Bryant’s newest senators
By Christine Cox
Staﬀ Writer
Left to right: Ami Shah (2012), Cory Cloutier (2012), Justin Trelegan (2012), Dhara Shah (2012), Jason
Fortin (2012), Alli Thomson (2010), and Nick Mancuso(2012)
Courtesy of Christine Cox
See “New Senators” on page 4
On Wednesday, October 8, Bryant students got
the opportunity to hear from a real life entrepre-
neur. Johnny Earle, CEO and founder of the popu-
lar Johnny Cupcakes brand, shared his personal
success story and shared tips on how to start a suc-
cessful company. Johnny was recently named
America’s #1 Young Entrepreneur of 2008 by Busi-
nessWeek Magazine. Johnny’s sister, Linsay Earle,
is a senior at Bryant University.
Growing up and watching his mother work in a
job that she hated, Johnny decided that he would
one day work for himself. He never understood
why people “did things that they did not like.” As a
boy, he would sell things to make money. Lemon-
ade stands, yard sales, and even novelty items at
school.
By the time he got to high school, he was pur-
chasing novelty joke items at wholesale and re-
selling them to classmates to make a profit. After
nearly being expelled for selling itching powder, he
started selling candy. Even at such a young age, he
knew how to work the market and turn a profit. He
sold better candy and a lower price than the school
store, so much so that the store pushed to have him
reprimanded. He was a budding entrepreneur.
Knowing that school was not for him and after
spending only
part of a se-
mester in col-
lege, Johnny
continued on
his path to
success. He
was not a
partier and
had trouble
sitting still.
Instead of
going out and
wasting
money, he
stayed in mak-
ing lists and
developing his
ideas. “Noth-
ing feels better
than crossing
something off
a list,” he said.
But, his
road to suc-
cess was not a
straight away.
He spent time
traveling with
the band he
was in and
working at
Newbury
Comics.
While work-
ing at New-
bury, he
gained a num-
ber of nick-
names, but
“Johnny Cup-
cakes” was the
one that stuck.
Johnny decided
to make a “Johnny Cupcakes” t-shirt for himself just
for fun. Little did he know that it would be the start
of a multi-million dollar company.
His shirt was a hit and soon total strangers were
asking him how they could get one. He started
making more, selling them out of the trunk of his
car. He would sell out of shirts before he had the
chance to make new ones. He continued to put his
profits back into the company, to help it grow.
Soon, he had established a website and was selling
shirts online.
Johnny’s t-shirts featuring cupcakes and poking
fun at popular culture gained an almost cult follow-
ing. As the business grew so did the customer base
and soon he outgrew the attic in his parents’ home
and set up shop down the street in his hometown of
Hull, Mass. As time passed, he learned the “ins and
outs” of owning a business: how to present a profes-
sional image, how to spread the word, how to keep
the customer wanting more, and how to produce a
quality product.
On the eve of opening his first store in Boston, on
Newbury Street, more than 400 people were lined
up outside the store, anxious to get inside. The
store, designed like a bakery, was a hit and to this
day continues to draw thousands of customers a
year. Many asking “where’s the cupcakes?”
This is one of the reasons that Johnny Cupcakes
has been so successful. It is a quirky brand that not
everyone knows about, and that gets people talking.
Johnny has put 110% into building his company and
brand and says, “I wouldn’t sell it for all the money
in the world.” Johnny has turned down offers from
a number of investors as well as department stores
like Nordstrom, Macy’s, and Urban Outfitters. “I
want to keep the brand small…going to the store is
an experience, I don’t want to be the brand that
everyone has,” he says.
Johnny now operates stores on both the east
coast, in Boston, and his new store on the west
coast, in Los Angeles. The store in L.A. was a risk,
Johnny said, “but without taking risks you can’t
have success. You need to take the risk.”
When it came to advice for budding entrepre-
neurs, Johnny credits his success to remaining a
“personal” brand. He has not sold out to depart-
ment stores and continues to work to build his
brand. It is not only his job; it is his life, his hobby.
“If you don’t love what you are doing you need to
find something else to do,” he said.
Johnny wrapped up his presentation by taking
questions from the audience. Students also had the
chance to purchase his signature t-shirts at a gener-
ous discount. Johnny plans to return to Bryant in
the future to continue to share the story of his suc-
cess.
Johnny ‘Cupcakes’ shares his tips for success
By John Crisafulli
Editor-in-Chief
Johnny Earle, CEO and founder of Johnny Cupcakes, the popular t-shirt brand, made
an appearance on The Archway’s “On-Air” radio show to talk shop and take ques-
tions from listeners on what it takes to build a successful business.
Ashley McNamara
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED). This means that Hall 18
would be considered a sustainable
green building. By working towards
this certification, Bryant would im-
prove the quality of campus life and
reverse its failing grade in the Green
Building category. Perhaps this could
also be used to appeal to prospective
and existing Environmental Science
majors.
Transportation was another failure
according to the Report Card. How-
ever, with the option of utilizing either
the BTA or the RIPTA bus stop on
campus there is no way that this cate-
gory was ranked fairly. By making
these two options available to stu-
dents, there is less incentive for each
person to take his or her own car. Es-
pecially since with high gas prices,
public transportation and carpooling
are very popular options. We are
doing our part to reduce air pollution
by utilizing all of these services.
But here is where you should really
start to worry. Bryant received an “F”
because of the assumption that there
are no known active programs to in-
volve students in campus sustainabil-
ity activities. When the University was
evaluated, there existed the Environ-
mental Conservation Organization
(ECO). Advised by Dr. Gaytha Lan-
glois, this student-run organization
aimed to raise environmental aware-
ness and implement change on not
only a student but an administrative
level as well. Unfortunately, the or-
ganization dissolved last semester.
So what now? It is our responsibil-
ity as members of the Bryant commu-
nity to speak out. Take some time out
of your day to write a letter or make a
phone call to the Sustainable Endow-
ments Institute; contact information
can be found at www.greenreport-
card.org. Let them know that not only
are we proud of our black and gold
tradition, but our green one as well.
Would you allow an undeserved fail-
ing grade to tarnish your GPA without
taking action? I don’t think so. Do
your part! And of course, here are a
few tips on how to make a difference
everyday:
Wash your clothes in cold water! 90%
of the energy consumed by doing
laundry is used to heat up the water.
Unless you have really tough stains,
be sure to change the temperature set-
ting on the washer to cold before you
wash your clothes.
Speaking of laundry, save energy and
an average of $5.00 a month by invest-
ing in a drying rack.
Rather than taking multiple trips to
the Lincoln Mall to purchase cases of
water bottles, buy a pitcher with a fil-
ter and a reusable water bottle. In the
long run, it is much cheaper and you
will reduce the amount of plastic
waste.
Comments and suggestions are always
welcome. Feel free to e-mail them to
mbono@bryant.edu.
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VANDALISM (Residence)
SEP 29 2008-Monday at
09:33
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a bro-
ken window.
LARCENY SEP 29 2008-
Monday at 17:48
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of a
stolen cell phone.
EMT CALL Medical Serv-
ices Rendered SEP 30 2008-
Tuesday at 02:35
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a per-
son having severe abdominal
pain. EMS was activated.
EMT CALL Medical Serv-
ices Rendered OCT 1 2008-
Wednesday at 02:37
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a per-
son having an asthma attack.
EMS was activated.
FIREALARM OCT 2
2008-Thursday at 03:24
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: Amalicious fire
alarm due to an expelled fire
extinguisher.
EMT CALL Medical Serv-
ices Rendered OCT 3 2008-
Friday at 20:30
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of an in-
toxicated male. EMS was ac-
tivated.
EMT CALL Medical Serv-
ices Rendered OCT 3 2008-
Friday at 20:57
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of an in-
toxicated male. EMS was acti-
vated.
DISORDERLY Disturbance
OCT 4 2008-Saturday at
01:20
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of a dis-
orderly student not cooperat-
ing with DPS.
VANDALISM OCT 4
2008-Saturday at 01:37
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of van-
dalism to bathroom doors.
VANDALISM OCT 4 2008-
Saturday at 18:00
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of van-
dalism to a toilet.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Disorderly Conduct OCT 5
2008-Sunday at 00:34
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report a person
urinated on door.
VANDALISM OCT 5
2008-Sunday at 00:39
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a recy-
cling barrel with water leaned
against the door so when the
door opened the water spilled
into the room.
VANDALISM OCT 5
2008-Sunday at 01:52
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of broken
wires and torn ceiling tiles.
ACCIDENT Leaving the
Scene / Unattended Vehicle
OCT 5 2008-Sunday at 14:00
Location: TOWNHOUSE
VILLAGE
Summary: A student reported
damage to her motor vehicle.
LARCENY OCT 5 2008-
Sunday at 19:40
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of stolen
items from a student’s room.
BIAS INCIDENTS None
Reported
To report a bias incident or
hate crime, go to
www.bryant.edu/bias or call
the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920
Bias related incident – a
threatened, attempted, or
completed action that is mo-
tivated by bigotry and bias
regarding a person’s real or
perceived race, religion, nat-
ural origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, or
gender status. Examples of
these incidents include name
calling, offensive
language/acts, and
graffiti/behavior.
REMINDER: All vehicles
must be registered on campus!
Avoid the expense of being
ticketed and towed—Register
your car today!!!
Jason Fortin of Pomfret, CT was very in-
volved at Woodstock Academy and has
brought that spirit to Bryant. He served on
the Student Council, as Treasurer of his
graduating class and President of the Mod-
ern United Nation’s Club while being a
member of both the National Honor Society
and the French National Honor Society.
Now he is a part of the Student Alumni As-
sociation, Honors Program, plays intramural
sports, and is a part of the Student Program-
ming Board (SPB). His involvements in high
school were the reasons why he chose to run
for Senate.
Fortin says he “enjoyed being a liaison
between the student body and faculty as a
part of Student Council. It was a unique po-
sition where [he] was able to meet the fac-
ulty and be an influence, affecting [his]
school in a positive way.”
The networking skills he gained are
surely going to come in handy in communi-
cation with his fellow classmates. Within
Senate, Fortin is the Co-Chair for Commu-
nity Service and the IT Chair, working on
wireless connection problems in dorms and
study lounges. Fortin’s goals are simple, to
let the student body know that they have the
opportunity to do something and affect
change, unlike in high school where many
students were not able to do so.
“I want [the students] to use me as an
asset, I want to work with my class to do
what they think is best. I am a representa-
tive,” he says, “and I want to portray them
the best that I can. [The Senators] work for
you.”
With that he has one more message for
his class: “Don’t be afraid to speak up, ex-
plore new opportunities, meet new people,
and effect change. [Senate] is only twenty-
four students – those are limited ideas. We
want to hear what you have to say. We want
you to support us, and we want to support
you.”
Ami and Dhara Shah may look alike (they
are twins!) but they have different ideas on
how they are going to effect change and
leave their mark on Bryant University. At-
tending Lincoln High in Lincoln, RI, Ami
and Dhara were very involved in school ac-
tivities as well as in their community. They
both worked in the Writing and Math Tutor-
ing Center, Ami as a Supervisor and Dhara
as a Coordinator. As a part of the Rhode Is-
land Future Business Leaders of America
(FBLA), Ami served as the Social Committee
Chair and Dhara the Historian and Secre-
tary. Together and individually, these two
young ladies have high ambitions and a long
list of things to achieve. They look forward
to participating in the International Student
Organization’s (ISO) I2I program in Novem-
ber and the Diwali celebration in October.
They are also involved with Students in Free
Enterprise (SIFE), SPB, and the Multicultural
Student Union (MSU).
Ami wanted to join Senate because she
sees it as a good way to connect with both
the students and administration.
“I want to be a part of getting students
what they want as well as making sure our
opinions are heard,” she says.
As the Diversity Chair, Ami is also work-
ing closely with Shontay Delalue King, Di-
rector of the Intercultural Center (ICC) to
make sure that not only multicultural and
international students take advantage of the
ICC, but that all students know that there
are resources for them there. She plans on
working with the leadership of MSU and
ISO to also support the smaller cultural
clubs on campus and continue to spread di-
versity awareness on campus. Her message
to her class reflects these goals:
“Bryant, and anything you are a part of, is
what you make it. Get involved and make
the most of it because only you are to blame
if you complain and nothing is changed or
accomplished.”
Dhara is well acquainted with her sister’s
message because she has heard similar mes-
sages throughout Open Houses, Orientation,
and 4MILE.
“Senate is a good way to get involved on
campus,” she notes, and as the Historian
Chair and Food Operations co-chair with
Jarrod Gibbons (’11) she is getting involved.
She recognizes that food is a big issue on
this campus and wants to “make noticeable
changes in Salmonson for the students.”
While she is taking advantage of everything
Bryant has to offer, she hopes her classmates
are as well.
“Appreciate all that you have. Bryant is a
great institution that is admired and re-
spected and it has a lot to offer.”
Cory Cloutier of Charlton, MA has made
it clear that he wants to make a difference –
and he is well on his way. Cloutier’s leader-
ship experience began in his community and
at Shepherd Hill Regional High School
where he served as a representative of the
Boy’s State Leadership Government while
being involved in several sports and volun-
teering his time to worthy causes. Cloutier is
the Freshman Class Chair in addition to
being involved with SPB, Bryant Helps, and
the Finance Club.
His aim is simple: “to be the best senator I
can be. I want to make a difference.”
As the Freshman Class Chair, he has per-
haps the greatest tool to do so. It is Cloutier’s
responsibility to co-chair a 5-person commit-
tee that aims to keep the morale of the class
as high as possible and fundraise for the
class of 2012 exclusively.
His message to his classmates is practical:
“Keep your grades in mind, but don’t forget
that these four years are going to be the best
– so make sure you enjoy every moment of
it. Live life to the fullest.”
I had the pleasure of sitting down with
each of your freshman senators, but have
you? Student Senate meets every Wednes-
day at 4pm in Papitto, so make sure you
stop by, introduce yourself, and find out
how you can get to know them and let your
voice be heard.
Continued from page 3
New Senators DPS LOG
Continued from page 1
Sustainability Report
Register Today
www.bryantarchway.com
Give a damn
Name: Chris Desmarais
Class of: 2009
University: University of Edinburgh
Location: Edinburgh, Scotland
Partner: Arcadia University
Semester Abroad: Spring, 2008
Duration: 5 Months
Reason for going:
I took part in the Sophomore Interna-
tional Experience to Russia in 2007, and
once I came back I had a whole new glob-
alized perspective on things. Spending a
semester abroad just seemed to make
sense when I thought about the path I
wanted to take in life.
Best experience/memory:
We had about 6 weeks of free time be-
tween classes ending and finals starting, so
we took the opportunity to backpack Eu-
rope. 16 cities, 5 currencies, and thousands
of pictures later, the trip single handedly
gave a fast paced glimpse of a majority of
Europe. The only downside, it just made a
bigger list of places I need to go the next
time I’m backpacking!
Funny cultural experience:
Scotland is well known for two things;
its love of golf and its love of pubs. So one
night we were introduced to pub golf.
Everyone needed to dress in full golf attire
and go from pub to pub trying to “make
par” at each “hole”. In the beginning we
were a bit skeptical walking through the city streets
at night wearing bright purple sweater vests. You
can fill in the details on your own, but by the end of
the night, we were having too much fun to care!
How was the school different from Bryant Univer-
sity?
The UK school system is set up very differently.
On top of being placed in classes with full time stu-
dents, we were treated as students there to study,
not as single semester students studying abroad.
The Scottish also teach almost entirely in lectures,
and an immense amount of outside preparation was
required. And our final exams were worth 80% of
our grade!
How did this experience change you?
Living and traveling abroad gave me a different
perspective on life. America is called a cultural mix-
ing pot but you don’t really realize just what culture
really is until you see so many cultural differences
occur in such a small area, and at the same time try-
ing to understand the immense amount of history
and pride behind each. As a result, my ambitions,
career choice, and even entire view on life has been
greatly influenced by my experiences abroad.
Would you study abroad again given the opportu-
nity?
I always reminisce with friends from overseas,
and we always agree that for the 6 months we were
there, it was like a dream; all the pieces of a puzzle
fitting together perfectly if you will. Absolutely I
would do it again.
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Study Abroad Spotlight: Christopher Desmarais
Intern: Michael Mullane
Class: 2010
Concentration: Management
Minor: Communications
Internship Site: 6th District Court of
RI
Location: Providence, RI, Summer
2009
How did you locate your internship?
I found the RI State Internship Pro-
gram just through an Internet search –
I was looking for a state internship, the
link came up and I read it and then just
took initiative to follow through in ap-
plying for it and then went for an inter-
view. Originally I wanted something
more related to management but there
were few; I did look at the RI Economic
Development Corporation but after re-
viewing it didn’t think I’d like that so I
pursued more legal opportunities.
Once I got into the process I was told
about a Judge Higgins in Criminal Ar-
raignment who was offering an intern-
ship.
I would recommend this experience
to anyone who’d like to know about
legal career and the options available to
them. I’m President of Legal Society
and this experience will also help the
association in the upcoming months.
What did you learn about the profes-
sion?
Law and order doesn’t always equal
justice. You could have husband and
wife with a dispute and they have a no
contact order but until that’s vacated
they need to follow it even if they have
amicably agreed to contact – so there is
a lot of red tape to deal with. There are
some inefficiencies in the court – some
people only want to work with certain
people such as judges who only want
to work with their clerk so that can
cause scheduling issues.
Everyone is given an equal shot at
the system- if someone doesn’t speak
English everything waits until a trans-
lator is available so that person under-
stand their rights; everyone is afforded
an attorney.
The court system works at its own
pace whether it’s efficient or not be-
cause with the severity of the various
allegations that come through a judge
needs to have a fresh mind to make
sure everyone gets a fair trial even if the
slower pace costs taxpayers money. I’m
not sure if it’s cost effective but it’s an
industry where everyone needs fair
and unbiased treatment.
Certain judges may favor certain at-
torneys- if the judge knows and/or likes
a certain attorney their case might be
heard earlier in the morning or there
may be favoritism towards setting bail.
Matters with attorneys are also heard
before matters by people representing
themselves – self-representing individ-
uals may have to wait all day.
Court ends at 4pm and the judges
make sure to get out on time. It is a
very stressful industry from a judge’s
standpoint – they start day looking at
100 cases and have to get them all out
by a certain time – they also see repeat
offenders, new faces everyday and they
seem discouraged with the way the
country is going and the crime rates
and can’t give correct ‘justice’ all the
time because prisons are so over
crowded so may have to give sus-
pended sentences.
Sheriffs worry about their safety
everyday – especially in arraignment
court; someone could be arrested one
night and be free the next day but still
have to have the charges brought up
against them– so a sheriff may worry
about personal attacks, even when just
walking outside to get lunch!
What were your major responsibili-
ties?
My role was observational analysis
of the different cases that came in. That
involved attending arraignment court
and hearing criminal cases – you could
hear between 80 and 100 per day. I ob-
served cases involving as trespassing,
1st degree rape and murder, simple as-
sault, drugs, and violation of banking
laws.
I dealt with the arraignment calen-
dar: reviewing it and the cases, took
notes of basic facts and ruling of judge;
if the case wasn’t settled I marked
down the date to follow, the pretrial
and then trial. I analyzed sub-section
of cases and did weekly write-up on
cases I found interesting.
After the arraignment calendar
passed I’d sit in small claims court,
criminal trials, and worker’s compen-
sation cases. I spoke with judges be-
hind closed doors and was able to
discuss the cases with the attorneys
which helped me learn their thought
process how they analyzed cases.
What did you find most challenging
about your internship?
Following the legal terminology
being used. Cases are under general
classifications with a case and corre-
sponding code that have to be under-
stood and memorized in order to
follow the case and analyze it. Some-
times understanding the different sen-
tencings for crimes was difficult; the
criminal record dictates the sentence
you’ll get so you have to distinguish be-
tween a first offender, repeat offender,
etc and understand the different sen-
tences and Rhode Island general laws
that go along with different crimes. For
example, there are eight subsections to
a disorderly conduct – you need to
know what the law is and apply it cor-
rectly and analyze why one sentence is
better then another for a certain crime.
What did you find most rewarding
about your internship?
The contacts I made from all the net-
working; I established contacts with
many judges who could write me rec-
ommendations. Since I’d like to be a
corporate attorney being in the court-
room for the summer and learning
what the roles are of the attorney was
be helpful. At this stage though the
networking benefit is huge, it’s what
you need to do at this point because
you can build your education but you
need the network of contacts to give
you recommendations of your qualifi-
cation.
What did you learn about yourself?
I have good analytical skills and I’ve
become more patient. I think I’ve be-
come more of a people person because
I reached out and socialized with peo-
ple who were much older then I so I
think I’m going to be able to work well
with others when I get into the real
world – I don’t think there will be a
generation gap for me with older co-
workers.
In terms of careers, I’ve always
wanted to be an attorney but by seeing
the criminal court for the summer I
learned I would prefer to do corporate
and/or litigation law then criminal be-
cause I want to co-mingle my business
education with my legal education and
by pursuing corporate law I can have
the best of both. However, law is defi-
nitely the direction I want to head in
and this was a steppingstone in getting
there.
Did you receive compensation for
your Academic internship?
Yes
Who was your faculty supervisor and
what were your academic require-
ments?
Dr. Boggio in the Management de-
partment. I emailed Professor Boggio
regularly and had to do a weekly analy-
sis of 3 – 6 pages, and a final report with
a cumulative portion and final evalua-
tion section that is 45 pages.
Winter break is an excellent time to
do research on summer internships and
jobs. The Amica Center for Career Ed-
ucation will be open during the break
and students are welcome to use the
Career Library and/or meet with a ca-
reer counselor during this time. Stop in
to make an appointment or give us a
call at 401-232-6090.
Spotlight on Interns: Michael Mullane
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The Business of Going Green
Businesses today are dealing with the rising
price of our non-renewable resources like oil
and coal, and the result of this is a heavier bur-
den on the consumer’s pocket in an unstable
market.  The government is still spending the
majority of its energy research funds on non
renewable resources, $427 million dollars in
contrast to only $159 million dollars spent re-
searching what is our most valuable energy re-
source, the sun.  In a single day enough energy
can be harvested from the sun to provide the
entire world with more than enough energy to
last an entire year, but we still chose to focus
our government funds in areas where there is
no future, literally.  Coal and oil are consid-
ered non renewable resources, because while
the world will naturally replenish itself of both
these goods it will take millions of years and
won’t be beneﬁcial to the human race, and as
we are currently using these fuels at an unsus-
tainable rate they will be gone sometime in the
close future.
At the present rate of research solar energy
won’t be aﬀordable for quite some time in the
majority of the United States, but countries
overseas are investing in the amazing power
of the sun and reaping the beneﬁts both ﬁnan-
cially and environmentally.  The prospective
beneﬁts can be seen in the 6 cent per kwh cost
of the energy solar cells generate in places like
California and areas of Germany where they
have been using solar cells for years because of
high fuel rates and large populations that are
hard to provide enough energy for.  In Europe
there is a project taking place to create organic
solar cells and Japan is currently producing
half of the world’s solar power.  Technological
improvements like these are making solar en-
ergy more and more realistic and aﬀordable. 
The worldwide shipment of solar cells has
increased by 35% annually for more than ﬁve
years consecutively.  There is a clear increase
in the market for solar energy overseas that is
bound to ﬁnd its way to the United States
sooner rather than later with ﬁnancial troubles
becoming more prevalent daily.  While initial
costs seem great for installing and developing
solar energy as technology is improving these
costs are dropping, and by using solar energy
we are aﬀording ourselves the opportunity to
invest in an unlimited energy source for the
future, rather than energy sources that can’t
last.  
By using more solar energy we can also ex-
tend the amount of time that our current sup-
ply of non renewable energy sources will last,
making them cheaper as well.  It also opens
new doors to industry creating more jobs and
a greater ﬂow of revenue.   States are taking a
greater interest in helping people who use re-
newable energy sources like solar energy save
money.  Connecticut, for example, made re-
newable energy equipment and usage tax ex-
empt, increasing the incentive to use and buy
energy from this growing industry .  Also,
solar energy businesses like that of Robert
Chew in the Northeast are reaping millions a
year, with about 33% more proﬁt a year. In the
end solar energy is a future where you have a
win-win situation.
By Candice Burke
Staﬀ Writer
Farmers market
comes to Providence
What began as a research project at Brown University has
become the ﬁrst year-round farmers market in Rhode Island.
Located in downtown Providence, Farm Fresh RI keeps local
farmers working hard to produce enough of their products to
last through the winter. The growing demand for fresh and
local produce is creating a movement that is turning around
the 89% decline that Rhode Island has seen in farms since the
1900’s. 
The market in Providence made it through its ﬁrst winter in
2008 with demand as high as ever.  Products included: apples,
freshly roasted coﬀee, homemade
chocolate, jams and jellies from lo-
cally grown fruit, fresh oysters,
meat and eggs, and even special
seasonal products. They have
Christmas trees, broccoli, and cau-
liﬂower in December. Maple syrup
in March and oﬀer asparagus in
April. Most farmers markets do
not allow any non-local goods but,
because last year was an experi-
ment, some relatives of Rhode Is-
land farmer’s shipped products
like heirloom beans from Maine
and tangerines from a small farm
in Florida. Customers were more
than happy to buy fresh citrus
products in the winter when they
are usually only available in larger
supermarket chains. The market
doesn’t only have food. The atmosphere is enhanced with
young chefs from Johnson & Whales University and also live
bands. 
The market is open every Saturday from 12-3 and located on
115 Empire Street in Providence. During its ﬁrst winter last
year the market maintained at least a 300 customer turnout
each weekend that it was open. Buyers got to meet the farmers
and artisans who were growing their food and maintain rela-
tionships with these people, making shopping a personal and
fun experience rather than a chore. These types of ventures are
ﬁnally granting access to quality food and a price that isn’t
much higher than one would pay in the supermarket for some-
thing that was grown and shipped halfway across the world.
Farm Fresh RI brings together citizens from all over the state to
buy, sell, and provide information about locally grown and
prepared food. It enhances the sense of community that many
places in the United States have become void of.
By Maddie Archambeault
Staﬀ Writer
Farm Fresh RI   
Everybody has heard the popular jingles in-
cluding a pirate in a restaurant, an unhappy
married man, or a young man in his used sub-
compact.  Those are the catchy FreeCreditRe-
port.com commercials, and many people
including myself, ﬁnd ourselves humming or
even singing them in the shower.  But what is
a credit report really, and how does the report
aﬀect us personally?  Without this knowledge
there is no use for these advertisements, so I
am here to tell you about credit reports and
how important they really are to  each and
every one of us. 
First oﬀ, your credit report is a record of
your prior borrowing and repaying which di-
rectly relates to your credit score.  It lists all
your credit-card accounts and loans, with the
corresponding balances, payments, and penal-
ties.  Your credit report is compiled by a Con-
sumer Reporting Agency.  These companies
store all of your credit information in a data-
base and charge a fee to access the informa-
tion.  The report not only shows just credit
information but other personal information as
well.  The four main parts of your credit report
are as follows:
- Personal Information – Your name, ad-
dress, social security number, date of birth,
and marital information
- Credit Records – All of your bank ac-
counts, credit cards, monthly bills, loans,
credit limits, and your payment for all of the
accounts within the past two years.
- Public Information – Any court records
which include bankruptcy or money se4le-
ments.
- Recent Requests – All those who have re-
cently obtained copies of your credit report
within the past year.
From your credit report, a credit rating is
drawn, which is seen by banks, employers, in-
surance companies, government agencies, and
anybody who has a business need to see your
information, such as a landlord or a cell phone
company.  Your credit score directly aﬀects
your ability to take out loans, to apply for
credit cards, purchase a cell phone plan or car,
and even to rent an apartment.  
Your credit is very important as it will be
carried with you for the rest of your life.  A
good credit score will help you receive loans,
be approved for credit, and be trusted more ﬁ-
nancially.  However, a poor credit will limit
many of your ﬁnancial opportunities.  A poor
credit score may impede you from numerous
aspects of a typical adult life. 
Here are some tips to build and maintain a
good credit rating:
- Budget – take control of your money and
record all transactions and stick to a budget
- Pay On Time – Pay at least the minimum
balance on your credit card every month and
do not skip payments.  However if possible
pay oﬀ the whole balance, or most of the bal-
ance each month.
- Do not spend over your credit limit –
Going over your credit limit will cause you to
not just lower your credit score, but also the
credit card company will tack you for overage
costs that will put you more in debt.  
- Do not take out excess credit cards – We
all see the free gi3s and discounts you can get
if you apply for a credit card, do not have
credit cards that you do not plan on using.
- Obtain a credit report – You are entitled to
receive a free credit report every 12 months
from the major nationwide consumer credit re-
porting companies, such as Equifax, Experian,
and Trans Union.  Use these to make sure your
credit report is accurate and to maintain your
credit.  If you discover an error, be sure to con-
tact the consumer credit reporting agency im-
mediately, as there are sometimes mistakes on
credit reports.
Remember to take responsibility for and
manage your credit for it is a direct reﬂection
of you as a consumer. 
Credit Craze: Credit Score? 
Important? Heck Yes!
By Michael Maieli
Staﬀ Writer
Did you know?
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Club Spotlight:
Men’s Rugby
By Ma/hew Kane
Staﬀ Writer
The Bryant Men’s Rugby Club (1-2) posted its ﬁrst win of
the season on Sunday, defeating the visiting Mass Maritime
Buccaneers (0-2-1) 40-0.
Bryant, which had lost its ﬁrst two games of the season,
now needed to win by a large point diﬀerential on Sunday in
order to stay in contention for a playoﬀ spot and a shot at a
national title.  As Coach Eric Catalozzi put it, Bryant could
not aﬀord to just win; they had to win big. 
And that’s exactly what they did. The scoring was fre-
quent, as Bryant controlled the tempo and methodically
moved the ball inside Mass Maritime territory, preventing the
Buccaneers from running an eﬀective oﬀense.
Li7le more than ﬁve minutes into the game, Jameson
Antonowicz, inside center and current co-captain, scored the
game’s ﬁrst try on a crash play on Mass Maritime’s goal line. 
However, perhaps the star of the game was ﬂanker
Michael Monaghan, who in addition to scoring two tries,
made several key tackles and took advantage of a crucial Buc-
caneers mistake.  With their backs to the their goal line, the
Buccaneers punted the ball expecting it to travel out of
bounds, thus advancing themselves further down the ﬁeld.
Yet the ball never reached its intended destination and Mon-
aghan returned the kick past the oﬀ- guard Buccaneers, scor-
ing in the process.
Leading 28-0 at the half, Bryant subbed out a majority of
their A-side players, allowing some of their more inexperi-
enced teammates an opportunity to play in a live game.  The
oﬀensive onslaught continued and was capped by rookie Ian
Taylor’s ﬁrst ever try.
Bryant University Men’s Rugby will continue its bid for a
playoﬀ berth against Roger Williams (1-0-1) next Saturday.  
By Mike Cronin Jr.
Staff Writer
The Bryant University Men’s Soccer team
(1-11-1) has not played at Bulldog Stadium
that often this year.  In fact, they have only
played one
game at home
this year; a 2-0
loss in a hard
fought battle
against Long Is-
land University
(5-4).  The 2008
season has been
a rough one for
the Bulldogs,
who have
played 12
games on the
road so far
against tough
Division I oppo-
nents.  The lone
win was a 2-0
win versus the
University of
Richmond, in
which senior
captain Manny
Rodriguez and
freshman Ben
Mello each
scored a goal.   
The Bulldogs
have been led
this year by the
two senior cap-
tains: Manny Rodriguez and Matthew Brown.
Rodriguez, the Midfielder from North Bran-
ford, CT, and Brown, the Forward from South
Easton, MA have started in all 13 games and
have kept the team together and spirits high
on the road.  Currently, Rodriguez has 14
goals and 30 points, and Brown has 11 goals
and 25 points in their re-
spective careers.  Brown
led the Bulldogs in points
in the 2007 season with 15
points and 7 goals, and the
Bulldogs finished with a
record of 11-7-1.  In front
of the net, Junior Neil
Black has started 10 games
and has 33 saves and one
shut-out.
Looking ahead, the
Bulldogs face fierce com-
petition this week in their
final three games of the
season on the road against
Brown, Providence Col-
lege, and University at Al-
bany.  Bryant hopes to
finish off the first Division
I season strong, and next
year will heavily rely on
the 14 freshmen who are
on the team this year.
Through veteran leader-
ship, the guidance of head
coach Seamus Purcell, and
the promise of another ex-
cellent recruiting class,
look for the Bryant Bull-
dogs to make a comeback
next year. 
A year on the road
Courtesy of the Athletic Department
The 2008 season has been fraught with chal-
lenges and opportunities for the men’s soc-
cer team.
The season of a lifetime
While the storm of criticism surrounding Bryant’s move to Division I Athletics circled, the 2008
Women’s Volleyball team was busy pu&ing together the most inﬂuential season in program history.
By David Giardino
Sports Editor
When Bryant University first announced the
transition to Division I athletics about one year ago,
controversy arose over many of the programs’
readiness to compete at the next level.  But through
the speculation and condemnation, the women’s
volleyball team quietly has put together the most
complete season in Division I athletics of any Bryant
University athletic program. 
In 2007, the squad finished 18-2 down the stretch
in their final foray into the Northeast-10 Conference,
the Division II athletic conference Bryant had called
home for years. The 2007 squad finished undefeated
(14-0) in conference play and won their final NE-10
Conference championship. 
The Bulldogs, like all programs after the an-
nouncement, were met with a myriad of criticism
going into the 2008 season. The Bulldogs responded
by winning 8 of their first 10 games this year, all on
the road, with wins against the likes of Providence
College, St. Francis, Sacred Heart, and Holy Cross
(twice). While some Bryant programs have brutally
suffered this fall, the women’s volleyball team has
been the ultimate success story. 
A key to the team’s 2008 success has been the per-
formance of its newcomers. Freshmen Maria Scocca
and Hilary Andrews lead the Bulldogs in kills, with
nearly 400 combined. Sophomore setter Miranda
Kolb was instrumental to her team’s victory in the
Crusader Classic. Kolb’s 43 assists and 13 digs
against Holy Cross in the second contest of that
tournament earned her all-tournament accolades.
Freshman Jazmin Stoner and sophomore Adrienne
Boss have also been key components to the Bull-
dog’s 12-9 overall record thus far. 
Coach Theresa Garlacy, in her 13th year with the
program, has seen her share of success. Under her
guidance, the Bulldogs had made nine straight
NCAA tournament appearances in Division II play.
Yet amongst all the accomplishments, including
over 700 victories in her storied career, perhaps the
story of the 2008 team is her greatest success. 
Perhaps the final tournament of the year for the
Bulldogs, hosted at Bryant in mid-November, will
be the defining event of a successful season. The
‘Transitions Challenge Tournament’may in fact
mark the true successful transition to Division I ath-
letics for the volleyball program.
The women’s volleyball team still has left many
chapters unwritten in their 2008 tale. The Bulldogs
travel to Seattle this weekend for a crucial west
coast tournament, and still have over ten contests
left on the schedule. But if the women’s volleyball
team can accomplish even a shadow of what they’ve
shown midway through the 2008 season, there is no
doubt the story of this team will live on in Bryant’s
Division I lore.
Courtesy of the Athletic Department
Sophomore Miranda Kolb and the 2008 women’s volleyball squad has survived a storm of criticism
and put together one of the most influential seasons in program history.
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The Sports
Guys NFL PICKS WEEK 6 
Game Demers Giardino Mulcare Yaks
Chicago at Atlanta Chicago Chicago Atlanta Atlanta
Baltimore at Indianapolis Baltimore Baltimore Indy Baltimore
Detroit at Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota
Oakland at New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans New Orlns
Cincinnati at NY Jets NY Jets NY Jets NY Jets Cincy
Carolina at Tampa Bay Carolina Carolina Carolina Tampa Bay
St. Louis at Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington
Miami at Houston Houston Houston Miami Miami
Jacksonville at Denver Denver Jacksonville Denver Denver
Dallas at Arizona Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas
Philadelphia at San Francisco Philly Philly San Fran. Philly
Green Bay at Sea/le Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay
New England at San Diego San Diego San Diego New England San Diego
NY Giants at Cleveland NY Giants NY Giants NY Giants NY Giants
Last Week’s Record 9-5 7-7 8-6 7-7
OVERALL RECORD 36-22 33-25 32-26 33-25
Bulldog Bites
Field Hockey drops Senior Day heartbreaker to Rider
Despite a surge early in the second half and a goal from
sophomore Elise Boissoneau (Ashburnham, Mass.), the
Bryant University field hockey team wasn't able to pull out a
win on Sunday's 2008 Senior Day, falling to Rider University,
2-1, at the Bryant Turf Complex. The Broncs (6-5) came out
fast in the first half, scoring just eight minutes in off a re-
bound. Amanda Barretta got the goal for Rider to go up, 1-0.
Rider would score again in the 20th minute, off the stick of
Margaret Ecke, off a Kundayi Mawema (Harare, Zim-
babwe), rebound for the 2-0 lead that would stick through
halftime. But after the break, the Bulldogs (1-10) came out on
fire, controlling the opening minutes of the second frame
and getting a goal just two minutes in from Boissoneau - her
fourth of the year - who put the ball past Rider goalkeeper
Lyndsie Johnson off a dish from teammate Julie Kuchyt
(Hatfield, Mass.). But the Bulldogs couldn't find net again,
falling in their final home game of 2008. The Bulldogs next
take the field, Saturday, Oct. 11, when they travel to Cornell
University for a 1 p.m. matchup.
Volleyball falls to St. Francis (PA)
Freshman Hilary Andrews (Tipp City, Ohio) again led the
Bulldogs with her fifth double-double of the season Sunday
afternoon, but it wouldn't be enough, as the Bryant Univer-
sity volleyball team fell, 3-2, to future Northeast Conference
rival Saint Francis (Pa.) in a closely contested matchup at the
DeGol Arena. Andrews's 16 kills led the game for the Bull-
dogs (12-9), who saw its two other rookies - Jazmin Stoner
(Durango, Colo.) and Maria Scocca (Melrose, Mass.) - also
register double-digit kills, with 13 and 15, respectively.
Sophomore setter Miranda Kolb (Holt, Mich.) also recorded
a double-double, with 10 digs to compliment 50 assists. An-
drews recorded 16 digs to complete her double-double.
Bryant came out strong against the Red Flash (6-14), win-
ning the first game, 25-20, before Saint Francis evened the
match with a 25-23 win in game two. The Red Flash took the
third set, 25-21, before it was Bryant's turn to knot it at 2-2
with a 25-21 victory of its own. But the Bulldogs continued
their struggles in five-set matches, falling in the deciding
game, 15-12. Saint Francis's Kristin Buter led the game with
24 kills, while Bryant senior co-captain Delia Glover
(Marston Mills, Mass.) led the day with 23 digs. 
Women’s Soccer edges Wagner, 3-2
Two second half goals by freshman forward Kaitlyn Hinck
(Bow, N.H.)helped the Bryant University women's soccer
team break a nine game winless streak, as they beat Wagner,
3-2, Sunday afternoon. The win was the second of the year
for the Bulldogs and their first against a future Northeast
Conference opponent. Senior captain Danielle Malta (Bethel,
Conn.) also scored for Bryant. After a foul in the box on
Wagner in the 31st minute, Malta stepped up to the penalty
spot for Bryant and scored her first collegiate goal, beating
keeper Sam Schueschner to tie the game at 1-1 going into the
half. Malta would help the Bulldogs take the lead early in
the second, this time finding teammate Kaitlyn Hinck in the
48th minute of play to put Bryant in front, 2-1. Wagner con-
tinued to fight, tying the game in the 71st minute. With the
game tied, Bryant would have the last say in this back-and-
forth battle, as junior Holly Tyser (Somers, Conn.) crossed a
ball into the box that found Hinck once again for the game
winning goal in the 73rd minute. Hinck now leads the team
with four goals on the season, and has scored the game win-
ning goals in both Bryant wins. It was the first win for the
Bulldogs since their season opener, when they beat North-
ern Colorado, 3-2, in overtime. 
Men’s Tennis claims first D1 dual match win
The Bryant University men's tennis team lost just two
matches as they defeated Hofstra 5-2 Saturday afternoon at
the Bryant Tennis Complex. In their only home match of the
season, the Bulldogs defended their home court by sweep-
ing the doubles competition. Cristian Balestrieri and Kevin
Gardiner defeated Stian Tvedt and Titus Stempniewicz, 8-6.
Jose Rodriguez and Tom Nowak followed suit by defeating
Nenad Radakovic and Mattew Wacks by the same 8-6 final. 
In the singles competition, Balestrieri played a phenomenal
match, defeating Nenad Radakovic in first singles 6-3, 6-2.
Nicholai Hill and Kevin Gardiner also came up with big
wins, with Hill sweeping a match against Eric Gladstone, 6-
0, 6-0.  Rodriguez and Nowak both lost in extremely hard
fought matches, with Rodriguez falling in a third set
tiebreak, and Nowak losing in a first set tiebreaker.
Opinionated about Sports?
Stop boring your friends. 
Start building your résumé. 
Write for Archway Sports.
Come to our meetings on Mondays at 4:30
in the Bryant Center, room 2B.
No experience necessary.
By Casey Mulcare
Assistant Sports Editor
Bryant University football gets back into
gear this Saturday as the Bulldogs take on the
Red Foxes of Marist under the lights in Pough-
keepsie, NY at 6 pm.  The Bulldogs look to ex-
tend their Division I-AA win streak after
beating Wagner 24 – 14 two weeks ago. Marist
looks to add
to its disap-
pointing 1-5
record and
winless home
streak. 
Many
would ask
what is lead-
ing to the suc-
cess of Bryant
football in this
first transition
year into Divi-
sion I, a sea-
son which
many thought
would be a
tough one for
Bryant in all
sports. The
Bulldogs are
simply just
playing solid
football. The
running tan-
dem of Jerell
Smith and
Lindsey Gam-
ble has proven
to be a battle
tested weapon
for Coach Fine
this season.
Both talented
backs have
eclipsed the
1,200 career
rushing yard
milestone this
season, Smith
currently with
1,235 and
Gamble with
1,221. Senior
quarterback
Jay Graber has
improved with every game, managing the
game and completing 55% of his passes in his
first season with the Bulldogs. Also standing
out is the impressive line play for Bryant, led
by senior guard Alex Grande. 
One could, and should, give credit to the de-
fense. This unit has been excellent in forcing
turnovers, twice forcing 7 turnovers in a game,
giving the Bulldogs a 2 to 1 takeaway to give-
away ratio. Standouts such as the Gauthier
twins and Don Smith have anchored the line
that has forced 9 fumbles so far. Junior Paul
Polomski has been a leader in the linebacking
core, while defen-
sive backs Andre
Whyte, Bryce
Martins and
freshman Samad
Wagstaff lead a
unit that has
picked off 11
balls in just 5
games. Wagstaff
has 5 of those in-
terceptions to his
name, one shy of
tying the all-time
record for most
interceptions in a
season with 6.
Mostly, the unit
flies to the ball
and gives their
offense plenty of
chances to score.
Did I mention
they have only al-
lowed 1 lone field
goal this season?
This group of
Bulldogs looks to
take on a Marist
team that is 0-4 at
home and trails
Bryant in almost
every statistical
category. With
this said, Bryant
needs to be wary
and not fall into a
trap, for Marist
will be looking to
prove that Bryant
is not yet ready
to be a D-I team. 
Bryant will
then return to
Bulldog Stadium
for Parents &
Family Weekend
to face Robert
Morris on the 18th. Tune into WOON-AM 1240
for all the games and WJMF 88.7 FM for all
home contests. 
Bulldogs back in action
against Marist
Courtesy of the Athletic Department
Fresh off their first Division I victory, receiver Vinton
South and the Bulldogs look to continue their impressive
start against Marist. South leads the team in receiving
yards.
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Dog
s
Jason Thresher
Year: Junior
Sport: Golf
Thresher finished first overall to
earn medalist honors with a three
day score of 208 with rounds of 68
and 69. Bryant finished third out of
fifteen teams in the tournament.   
Kaitlyn Hinck
Year: Freshman
Sport: Soccer
Hinck scored two goals including
the game-winner to lead the
women’s soccer team to a 3-2 win
over Wagner College last Sunday.
She leads the team with four goals. 
By David Giardino
Sports Editor
Mario Williams has been, and will be, a more
valuable player than Reggie Bush. The Texans’
controversial move to name Williams their No.1
pick two seasons ago may seem like the wrong
choice: what with the Saints making a champi-
onship game appearance in Bush’s first season and
the Texans still searching for that elusive playoff ap-
pearance. But consider the facts. Bush’s rookie sea-
son produced few memorable highlight clips, 3
rushing touchdowns, and a longest run from scrim-
mage of 18 yards – hardly dramatic. Bush’s size and
inability to run between the tackles will forever hin-
der his usefulness in the league. No one questions
his ability with the ball in open space – but these
types of players are generally destined to be punt
returners and 3rd down running backs – which Bush
currently is. And of course there is the fact that a
premiere running back is the most overrated ‘neces-
sity’ in pro football, but that’s an argument for a dif-
ferent time. 
Williams, on the other hand, transformed the
Texans into a respectable, at times dominating, de-
fense. Williams accounted for about half of his
team’s sack total last year, by the far the biggest in-
dividual percentage in the league. The Texans’ 8-8
season marked the first non-losing season for the
young franchise. 
Just ask the Saints themselves the importance of
drafting a game-changing defender. They elected to
select running back George Rogers No.1 overall in
the 1981 draft. Don’t remember him? Perhaps
you’ve heard of the No.2 pick that year: Lawrence
Taylor. Now this isn’t to say Williams is the next LT.
But if the Texans perceived that his presence could
transform the defense into a playoff-caliber unit, the
pick is certainly justified. 
The NFL’s east coast bias prevents west coast
teams from winning. Need proof? Just look at the
schedule. When an east coast team travels west-
ward, the game is played either at 4:00 pm (1:00
EST) or at night. So why is it that when west coast
teams travel eastward, the game is many times
played at 1:00 pm (10:00 am PST)? Nothing like a
Sunday morning game –talk about jet lag. In the last
two weeks six west coast teams traveled to the op-
posite coast for 10:00 am PST games – all six lost.
The NFL doesn’t schedule games objectively – it’s a
system fraught on ratings, greed, and money. And it
just so happens the most powerful and influential
franchises and contributors predominantly reside in
the arrogant, egocentric I-95 corridor.
In the coming years, Tom Brady’s presence will
only hurt the Patriots. Brady’s NFL legacy in recent
years has transformed from the twinkle-eyed game
manager with a flair for the dramatic to one of the
best pure quarterbacks in league history. Too bad all
his work only hinders his team. In Brady’s first four
seasons he averaged 3,480 passing yards and 24
touchdowns – and 75% of the time, he was bringing
home Lombardi trophies. The offense was a balance
of run and pass (60-40 to be precise) and a dynasty
was born. But in 2006, the Patriots’ front office let
their bruised ego get the best of them. After being
eliminated by the pass-happy (and eventual Super
Bowl champion) Colts, the Pats saw fit to revamp
their offense, signing essentially every big name free
agent on
the mar-
ket. And
what hap-
pened
when Gi-
ambi and
A-Rod –
er, Moss
and Stall-
worth –
suited
up? The Pats exploited Brady’s strong arm, threw a
ridiculous 72% of the time, and racked up so many
offensive records the shelf just couldn’t hold another
trophy – and so it didn’t. In the past three seasons,
Brady has averaged over 4,000 yards passing and 33
touchdowns – and zero championships.      
Since when does leading the league in passing
equate to ultimate success? In the past 10 years, no
quarterback to lead the league in passing yards or
passer rating has led his team to a Super Bowl title.
In fact, of the past 6 Super Bowl winners, 5 of them
have not even been in the top 10 in passing yards.
New England
has themselves
one of the best
quarterbacks of
our generation,
and they are
drastically mis-
using him.
Until the front
office rediscov-
ers a solid run-
ning game and
a smart,
younger de-
fense, the Patri-
ots will
continue to rack
up the ‘baffling’
playoff loses.
Brady’s 2008 in-
jury will only
help New Eng-
land in the long
run – it should
bring this team
back to the ba-
sics. 
The New
York Jets are no
better with
Brett Favre.
Through four
games this year,
the Jets are 2-2,
with a loss to
the Patriots and
a win against
the Dolphins,
averaging
about 225 pass-
ing yards per
game. In the
first four games
last year, the
Jets were 2-2,
with a loss to
the Patriots and
a win against
the Dolphins,
and were actu-
ally averaging
more passing
yards (about
250) per game.
Favre’s pres-
ence on the
team as a
strong arm is
the only fore-
seeable benefit
thus far this
season. The Jets
no longer have
to rely on 15 yard out routes to get them down the
field. Now they can rely on an 85 yard touchdown
here, an interception returned to the house there –
you know, the Favre special. But I’m sure
the Jets got Favre for his postseason lead-
ership abilities (3-6 in the past 10 years,
more interceptions than touchdowns) – or
maybe they were sick of hearing about his
soap opera with the Packers too? 
The best team with no chance of win-
ning a Super Bowl anytime soon: The
Dallas Cowboys. Since when does the
‘most talent’ equate to a Super Bowl? Ask
how the 1998 Vikings, the 2001 Rams, the
2004 Colts, or the 2007 Patriots feel about
that argument. The Cowboys have seemingly
whipped together the perfect recipe for 12+ win sea-
sons with little to nothing to show for it. Key ingre-
dients: a receiving core with a reputation of
disappearing in big games, a quarterback with a
knack for making timely mistakes, a coach with a
history of dubious playoff exits, and a defense with
a forgetfulness regarding the importance of tack-
ling. Stir until frothy.       
Jerry Jones’ on-going feud for control with ex-
Cowboys coach Bill Parcells persuaded him to hire a
personal doormat in
Wade Phillips, whose
player-friendly, win-
ning-optional ap-
proach has guided
him to a 0-4 postsea-
son record. Of
course, his disap-
pointing playoff
record is just the tip
of the Dallas iceberg
(Romo 0-2; Owens 2-
5).  Frankly, Jones
has never won with-
out employing a
coach he seemingly
hated (see Johnson,
Jimmy) – and with
his level of control in
the day-to-day oper-
ations of this football
team, the Cowboys
are long from put-
ting a squad on the
field with any legiti-
mate championship
hopes. 
The worst team
with the best chance
of winning a Super
Bowl anytime soon:
The Miami Dol-
phins. 
Sure, they have
been the laughing
stock of the league
for the past five sea-
sons. But don’t un-
derestimate the
importance of a new
front office (with GM
Bill Parcells), a new
coach, and a new
personality. Parcells
has proven time and
time again that he
can transform bot-
tom-dwellers into
competitive, if not
championship cal-
iber, teams. And
don’t overlook head
coach Tony Sparano
– he is part of a Par-
cells coaching tree
that has 6 Super
Bowl titles under its
limbs. 
Perhaps the Dol-
phins are a few sea-
sons away, but in the
past two weeks
they’ve managed to
beat the two teams that comprised the AFC Cham-
pionship Game last season. That has to mean some-
thing. 
‘Roughing the Passer’ penalties must be elimi-
nated. 
Late hits on any player, quarterback included,
should be penalized. But the special treatment
should end there. The NFL has eliminated penalties
and rules over the years to give the referees less re-
sponsibility and take the burden off of subjective
calls. So how has the ‘roughing the passer’ penalty,
the definition of a subjective call, only been en-
hanced? Too many times have questionable flags for
roughing the passer changed drives, games, even
seasons. The Titans are still undefeated this year be-
cause of it.  Quarterbacks are in no more vulnerable
a position than a receiver going over the middle or
an offensive lineman caught in a tangled protection
scheme. The league office caved under to the
owner’s complaints that losing a quarterback for a
season ruins fan interest, ticket sales, and revenue -
and has ruined games by acting on them.
A new breed of ignorance
Presenting the most controversial arguments in the NFL today - and their unpopular truths
‘The NFL does not 
schedule games objectively
- it is a system fraught on
ratings, greed, and
money.’
Courtesy of MCT Campus
Do you trust a coach with a history of dubious playoff losses
to lead his team to a Super Bowl? Would you hire a coach
whose previous two stints of employment were failures? 
What is your 
favorite fall 
activity?
“Apple Picking.”
Nicole Cody ‘11
Students Speak Out
“Dressing up and trick or
treating.”
Harry Poulos ‘11
“Football.”
Brian Balkam ‘11
“Football!”
Jake Meyers ‘09
“Pumpkin Picking.”
Christy Talmont ‘11
“My favorite thing to do
is apple picking.”
Michelle DiLuzio ‘09
“Apple Cider
Doughnuts.”
Michelle Lynn ‘09
“I enjoy raking leaves in
the fall.”
Troy DeMaio ‘11
Compiled by AShley McNamara and Amanda Dunn
I can foresee many individuals being put oﬀ by the notion of salary capping
businessmen and women, calling it either “socialism” or “communism”. First oﬀ,
this recent economic situation should act as a means of opening people’s minds to
other possibilities. The 700 billion dollars that will be used by the government to
alleviate the pains the ﬁnancial industry has been feeling lately is, for all general
purposes, a socialist form of governmental policy, dra8ed and signed by a conser-
vative president nonetheless. So why not continue this socialistic trend by salary
capping businessmen and women? If you think I mean to set up a communistic
state of governmental reform within the United States you are mistaken. The in-
tent is not to redistribute wealth; rather to scale wealth according to job.
Scaling salaries is not so farfetched since jobs are essentially already scaled
based upon type and experience, i.e. a brain surgeon makes more than a janitor.
What needs to be done to expand upon this is set an upper limit of a person’s
yearly salary. Let’s say a “rich” one year salary would be one million dollars. And
as a low level point we will consider a “wealthy” person’s salary to be
$100,000 (these would be indexed so they could change with in-
ﬂation). Next we need to deﬁne a system which gives rea-
son for people at higher salaries to be willing to keep
their jobs at this astronomical pay cut. Within this
bracket of wealth would be a scale system where
a large portion of the top level executive’s
salaries would be held over by companies
within specialized accounts. The confusing
part about this is that people would need
to get “paid” at a level that is similar to
today, but only receive a portion of that
salary if they fall between the two out-
lined extremes. This is used to make
sure companies do not become unethi-
cal and proﬁt from this policy by say-
ing that the actual value of work is “X”
amount of dollars, when really, by
today’s standards, it is “Y”. To create
this new salary a proportion system
would be implemented to identify what
the pay would be for individuals, and
what the value, “Z”, would go to the com-
pany’s separate account. Essentially, every-
thing would be scaled down in such a way that
the proportion put into the accounts would be
equal to the proportion of their “Y” salary lost.
This would set up a redeﬁned pension plan system
within the company that act as a company implemented
Medicare and Social Security system, in which the distribution is
top down. Those at the top can use the funds ﬁrst when needed and then it
will work its way down the line. Think of it as a large pyramid, there are less peo-
ple at the top who put in more, but need less. Those at the bo9om need more sim-
ply based oﬀ of their size, but put in less. So the beneﬁt to those higher on the pay
scale is that when they need the money they essentially have an unlimited
amount to draw from. Statistics and probability would show that the chance a
person at the top level would take up all these funds is insigniﬁcant because of
the relatively small number of individuals. This means money will trickle down
to the employees whose salary is less. Keep in mind money would not be drawn
from such accounts by things like workers compensation. People that fall beneath
the $100,000 level would not be able to take advantage of these a9ributes, but they
still have the actual Medicare and Social Security system to fall back on.
There is the question of why something like this would be done? People will
argue that it is the American Dream to make as much as humanly possible and go
buy an island in the Caribbean. Yes, that sounds like a nice life, and yes I will
agree the perks of having that kind of money seem essentially endless. However,
the glu9ony of that kind of wealth is disgusting in my mind. A person does not
need to have billions of dollars between salaries and stock options. Plenty of peo-
ple live good lives with a lower pay, and still manage to make it by and be happy.
If you read the papers
and pay attention to the
world around you, you
have probably heard
about the Nebraska
man who dropped his
nine kids off at a local
hospital and bounced,
leaving his kids, ages 1
to 17, abandoned in
the lobby.
Gary Staton’s
wife died 17 months
ago, shortly after her
newborn came into this world. Basically, the father
crumbled under the pressure of parenting, and wor-
ried how he could do it himself. He had to quit his
job which meant he could not pay rent or utilities.
In 2004, he and his wife were cited for child neglect.
Their oldest daughter (as quoted in her high school
newspaper) was supporting her younger siblings.
Now, you might be wondering how this man was
able to do this. Nebraska passed the Safe Haven
Law which, in a nutshell, states that children under
19 may be left at any state hospital if they are in im-
mediate danger, with no charges to the parents.
Now, with this occurrence, and a couple of others
under their belt, Nebraska is looking to amend the
Safe Haven Law to clearly state that the law sup-
ports only newborn children that are in immediate
danger. That’s a good idea, Nebraska. Why didn’t
you do that in the first place when you were writing
the law?
Now, back to the father of nine children. First
off, I kind of sympathize with the man. It’s tough to
be a single parent to even one child, let alone nine. I
mean, what on this great earth pushes you to have
nine children? Unless you are blessed with twins,
triplets, or even sextuplets that’s another story—you
kind of can’t help that. I think after the child neglect
charge, they should have stopped having babies.
This woman must have been pushing babies out
like Ford was pushing cars off the line in 1908. If
you can’t seem to take care of eight, what makes
you think you can take care of one more?
I want to know what was going through the kids’
heads when they were being driven to the hospi-
tal—especially the 17 year old. She, and probably
some of her siblings (ages are not given), have the
cognitive abilities to comprehend what is going on.
I can only imagine the conversation in the van on
the way to the hospital. The dad just wanted out,
crumbled, and took his kids to the only place he
could think of. Now, think of the emotional trauma
put on these kids. The 17 year old is back at the
command post taking care of her siblings, and now
the whole clan isn’t even living in under the same
roof? What a nightmare.
Is dropping your kids off at the hospital really the
last resort? You’re at your wits end, and have no
idea what to do with your nine offspring, so bring
them to the hospital, right? I sure hope not. This is
plain weird. He should have tried some parenting
classes, or asked his support network for some help
taking care of his kids. Usually the community
comes together when this happens, but I guess if
your child neglect charge has spread through town
already, no one is willing to help you.
On another point, were these kids really in imme-
diate danger? I guess I have a skewed definition of
what that means. I would think that if you brought
your child to the hospital all mal-nourished with
torn cloths, and a bloody knuckle, that that would
be immediate danger. This just seems like the dad
was cracking under pressure and abusing a law that
probably shouldn’t have been written in the first
place—just another example of how government
jumps to their guns a little too fast, without thinking
about what the repercussions will be. I suggest you
go back to the drawing board, Nebraska, and do
some serious rewording to your Safe Haven Law.
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Nine Kids Abandoned at the Hospital
By: Michael Adams
Opinion Editor
By now everyone has heard about the Paulson Plan. The 700 billion dol-
lar, Wall Street, Main Street bailout plan. Many people are still debating
the necessity of this plan or whether it is the end of capitalism as we know
it, with Mr. Obama smiling to the latter.  Not only does the plan include a
lot of money, it is also littered with a lot of clauses such as raising the FDIC
insured limit to $250,000 and more oversight of the financial industry. Per-
haps the most important and controversial clause of this bill (besides the
sheer amount of money) is the golden parachutes. Golden parachutes are
another way of saying extremely generous executive compensation. When
a CEO resigns, or is fired, the company compensates that executive with
cash bonuses, stock options or severance pay. In light of this financial cri-
sis, many people have seen how unjustly the CEO’s of companies such as
Washington Mutual, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have been compen-
sated. In the case of Washington Mutual, their 17 day CEO, Alan Fishman
was paid around 20 million dollars for doing absolutely noth-
ing.  Though I do agree with the limit of executive
pay for unworthy CEO’s, there cannot be limits
for the executives of our country’s well
run companies and businesses.
Our country thrives off of entre-
preneurial spirit and the dreams
of wealth and success. By
salary capping perhaps the
most productive and prof-
itable people in America
you in turn kill all the
passion for wealth and
success in this country.
Many people are satis-
fied with making just
enough money to get
by, just enough to feed
their family and have
the necessities. You can-
not punish the majority
of businessmen because
of the actions of a minority.
By limiting the pay of execu-
tives you effectively are telling
people that there is no need for
you to be that smart, to study and
work that hard. Your job should never
be all about the money, but if I work
harder than the person next to me I expect to
be considered more important than that person. No
two people are made alike, therefore they should both not be
paid alike.
Barack Hussein Obama and his running mate Joe Biden are exactly the
kind socialists this country does not need. Obama claims he will have tax
breaks for 95 percent of Americans, the only problem is he voted consis-
tently to raise taxes on people who make more than 42,000 dollars. His
partner in crime, Joe Biden recently stated that if you pay more taxes you
should view it as “more patriotic.” This statement is totally contradictory
of how this country functions. The people who waste their lives away and
leech off the government should become responsible citizens and con-
tribute to the greatness of our country. The people who have studied hard,
worked hard and contributed most to America have already showed
enough patriotism, and do not need someone like Joe Biden telling them
that the government of all things can spend their money better. The gov-
ernment should actually take lessons from our country’s rich; they obvi-
ously have more fiscal responsibility
On a side note, Joe Biden’s mother-in-law, Bonny Jean Jacobs recently
passed away. My deepest condolences to him and his family in this hard
time. 
Multipartisan Hackery: Salary Caps
By Matt Vincunas
Staff Writer
Republican ‘Salary Cap’ A View from Afar, Far Le. That Is
By Drew Green
Staff Writer
MCT Campus
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     Full disclosure: I am an Obama supporter so I re-
alize my opinion of the VP debate might not sit well
with some. I am also a hockey mom--or was many
years ago.
Following the disastrous series of interviews
with Katie Couric which even had conservative Re-
publicans’ underwear in a knot, the debate was
going to be Sarah Palin’s moment to show us she
had the right stuﬀ.  That she was ready to be Presi-
dent Palin at a moment’s notice.  That she really
does have some familiarity with Supreme Court de-
cisions. That she does read the Mat- Su Valley Fron-
tiersman, Wasilla’s daily paper. 
For 2 weeks prior to the debates America tuned
in to Katie Couric’s interviews. Palin’s defenders
(and there are many) claim it was once again a game
of “gotcha” journalism. I challenge these people to
explain why asking a vice presidential candidate
which newspapers she reads is a game of “gotcha”.
Or how asking a candidate to talk about Supreme
Court decisions that were troublesome to her is an
unfair question. Or how the speciﬁcs of John Mc-
Cain’s record as a reformer is a trick question. 
So it was with much anticipation that the world
tuned in to the VP debate. Most agree that there re-
ally wasn’t a “debate” that evening but more of an
opportunity for Governor Palin to talk about what
she wanted to talk about when she wanted to talk
about it.  Most of the night she dissed the debate
format.  
For me, there were some very scary moments.
Like a good student, the Governor showed us how
well she could memorize talking points whether
they had anything to do with the question posed by
the moderator. However, I’m quite sure that our stu-
dents would get major points taken oﬀ a presenta-
tion if they winked at their audience and oﬀered
shout outs to people while in the midst of a presen-
tation.  I ﬁnd her folksiness anything but cute.
Puleeze--the winking is oﬀensive.  Yet never before
has such a tiny gesture assumed such electoral im-
portance.  Many of the polls conducted queried men
and women about how they felt about “the wink”.
But much more frightening than her gestures were
her comments on the role of the vice president. She
would like to expand the responsibilities to become
more of a Dick Cheney kind of veep. Scary. 
There was another moment in the debate which I
found troubling. Well ok, there were really lots of
them. It came right a8er Biden welled up when talk-
ing about being a single dad a8er losing his wife
and infant daughter in a deadly car crash.  People
who know Joe Biden claim he is an emotional guy
and that every time the topic of this tragedy comes
up, he gets understandably choked up. That night
he recovered nicely and ﬁnished his sentence. Then
it was Palin’s turn to speak.  Rather than respond
with an impromptu, non rehearsed, non memorized
comment from the heart which would have demon-
strated some sensitivity about what it means to lose
a spouse and baby, she just looked straight at the
camera and launched in to her “John McCain is a
maverick” speech.  
The New York Times, which Palin now says she
reads daily, summed up the debate this way:
“The Republicans have tried to present the negative
reaction to Ms. Palin as a ma9er of liberal elites
sneering at someone who does not share their 
privileged backgrounds. That is a distraction. The
problem with Ms. Palin’s candidacy, which she un-
derscored in her appearance at the debate, is not
that she didn’t a9end a fancy school or go backpack-
ing in Europe a8er college. It’s her disdain for
knowledge, education, experience and contempla-
tive leadership.”
And on top of everything else, Sarah Palin is not
good for women. Look at her record in Alaska on
sex education, her opposition to group homes for
troubled teenage girls, her veto of the Alaskan Spe-
cial Olympics, and her lack of awareness about a
line item in the Wasilla budget which charged rape
victims for the rape exam. And although she says
she wants Government out of our lives, she wants it
in our bedrooms: her staunch “pro life” views in-
clude a commitment to overturn Roe v. Wade and a
ban on abortion even if a woman gets pregnant as
the result of rape or incest.  
Say it ain’t so, Sarah.  Doggone it, wink, ----you
betcha this hockey mom’s not buyin’ it.
By Toby Simon
Staff Columnist
The Opinion pages of  The Archway feature the opinions
of  the identified columnists and writers, which are not
necessarily th ose of  the newspaper or 
Bryant University.
SIMON SAYS
The Winks and the “you betchas” Heard Round the World
A Secular Persepective: A Response to My Critics
It’s no secret that as a result of writ-
ing this religious-themed column I
have been criticized for some of my
bolder comments, which is to be ex-
pected. I don’t take offense as a result
of these criticisms, but rather use them
to question my own beliefs about the
world. I hope that others will do the
same. I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to address some of these criti-
cisms directly and explain why I write
this column. 
My most frequently received criti-
cism is due to a statement in my first
column that said Islam is hardly a reli-
gion of peace. What these critics al-
ways fail to point out is that I also
stated that Islam has many peaceful
elements and there are many peaceful
Muslims throughout the world. I
would never deny that there are mil-
lions of Muslims around the world
who live peaceful lives. However, any
time thousands of people use a system
of beliefs as inspiration to join the
largest terrorist organization in the
world, one would think that belief-
system is disqualified from being
called one of peace. Surprisingly, not
everyone understands that it is a well-
known fact that al Qaeda committed
the September 11th attacks and hun-
dreds of other attacks as a direct result
of their Islamic fundamentalist views.
The Council on Foreign Relations de-
scribes al Qaeda’s goal as to “rid Mus-
lim countries of what it sees as the
profane influence of the West and re-
place their governments with funda-
mentalist Islamic regimes.” Al
Qaeda, however, is just one of
more than twenty terrorist
groups who exist merely as a
result of their Sunni Islamic beliefs. 
Of course, there is also the argu-
ment that those who support terror-
ism are completely shunned by the
rest of the Islamic community; how-
ever, this
view is un-
supported
by polling
data. As re-
cently as
two weeks
ago, BBC
released re-
sults of a
poll which
showed
that 60% of
Egyptians
have a
“positive or
mixed”
view of al Qaeda, while just 19% of
Pakistanis have a negative view of the
terrorist organization. Given that at
least 90% of these populations are
Muslim, it hardly seems a generaliza-
tion to suggest that a good portion of
the 225 million Muslims in these coun-
tries support killing in the name of
Islam. This is a trend that is not just
troubling, but certainly worthy of crit-
icism.
In response to my criticisms of the
Koran, some have even gone as far as
to quote some evil parts of the Bible,
as if it were a checkmate of sorts. It is
widely recognized that the Bible has
many great passages about love and
morality, and it should certainly be
praised for this. But there is no deny-
ing that the Bible contains hundreds
of truly evil passages as well. If you
want to read some of the most shame-
ful things ever written, go no further
than Leviticus and Deuteronomy.
Christianity and Judaism, however,
have been modernized to an extent
which
Islam has
not. This
hardly
means that
the Bible is
more
moral than
the Koran.
One could
argue that
the priests
who tor-
tured and
killed hun-
dreds (if
not thou-
sands) during the Spanish Inquisition
were simply misconstruing the Bible,
but, quite frankly, most Christians and
Jews have become accustomed to ig-
noring the evil parts of their own
good book, while many Muslims do
not.
This may come as a surprise to
some, but all religions do not contain
hateful elements. Jainism goes as far
as to say that all living things should
be treated equally with love and care,
including microorganisms. Beliefs
such as this one deserve praise if noth-
ing else. However, there is no denying
that many religions also contain hate-
ful aspects, which lead to massive
amounts of evil and injustice in the
world. I am simply arguing that we
should stop being so conversationally
tolerant of beliefs that give rise to such
hatred, even if those beliefs also does
a lot of good.
We do not hesitate to criticize one
another for other beliefs, such as polit-
ical ideology, fashion taste, or eating
habits. Listen to a group of people talk
sometime and count the number of
times criticisms arise in conversation.
You will likely find that humans can-
not last long without criticizing one
another. This is how we advance as in-
dividuals, a society, and as a world.
Yet when it comes to our most impor-
tant beliefs about the world and
morality, we avoid criticizing beliefs
for fear of offending. I understand full
well that when I criticize religion,
many readers may be offended. This
is not my intention. I am not criticiz-
ing anyone individually, but a creed
that any individual may choose to fol-
low. 
I consider myself a fairly good per-
son. I have dedicated hundreds of
hours of my life to community service,
have never gotten in trouble with the
law, and was named “friendliest” in
my high school superlatives (an honor
I presume will not be bestowed upon
me in college). My core philosophy is
one of kindness, love, and compas-
sion. Yet, there are a few popular
creeds which claim that several billion
friends and I will literally be tortured
for eternity because we reject their be-
liefs. It seems that it is not only my
right, but my responsibility to speak
out against these dogmas. 
By Brandon Dobro
Staﬀ Writer
Listen to a group of people talk
sometime and count the number
of times criticisms arise in con-
versation. You will likely find that
humans cannot last long without
criticizing one another.
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Observations
Compiled by Michael Adams, Caitie Fahey, and Casey Mulcare
McD’s Strategically Placed Insert
We couldn’t help but notice that days a8er Morgan
Spurlock came to speak, McDonald’s decides to
throw in an insert to The Archway.  How ironic!
Strawberries Galore
Thank you, Sodexho, for upping the strawberry
count in those already outrageously expensive fruit
cups. Now it’s deﬁnitely worth the over $4 price tag.
Bentley is now a University
And to think we needed another BU within a 50 mile
radius.
No Sunday Coﬀee Run in the Library
We don’t know why the cafe in the library is closed
on Sunday since most students do their work then.
Sodexho is missing out on some big bucks.
Lights are Almost Out
How about replacing the bulb on the path towards
the library that ﬂashes on and oﬀ every three 
minutes. That would be grand.
Bryant Said What!?
Compiled by Bryant Students
“We were walking back from our meeting, and I just
happened to fall on my bu9 in front of two gorgeous
boys, and I was wearing high heels carrying a lot of
stuﬀ.”
“You know what? I can’t even stand water going up
my nose. I could never do cocaine!”
“If I pay you $30 will you steal a goose?”
“I can’t do this anymore. It’s awful down there.”
“That’s what she said.”
“I don’t even know if there’s a road through Central
America.”
“I would do it, but the only thing that scares me is
the death rate.”
“You never want to catch the editor with his pants
oﬀ.”
“Hey guys, ever wonder if we could catch a squirrel
by its tail?"
“The fall has already taken place in front of Hall 15.”
Heard a funny quote? E-mail it to
madams@bryant.edu.
Le/ers to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Mr. Drew Green's article concerning Mr. Barack Obama's pro-
posed education tax credit, whereby any individual who is willing to sacriﬁce 100 hours of their
time is rewarded with a friendly check for $4,000. Aside from its grammatical errors, I found Mr.
Green's article to be an over-simpliﬁed and over-gloriﬁed version of what this education incen-
tive would truly mean for most Americans. To begin with, I have a problem with the amount of
money rewarded in correlation to the amount of time sacriﬁced. First, 100 hours is NOT a large
time commitment when spread over the course of 365 days. It's less than 1 hour per every 3
days. Further, a simple calculation will tell you that $4,000 divided by 100 hours comes to col-
lege students working for an astronomical $40.00/hr. To put that in simpler terms: More than
three times the national average that full-time social workers are paid in this country. Why
should "disadvantaged" college students be paid so much more, Mr. Green? 
On top of this, it seems that Mr. Green has not taken the time to analyze the ﬁnancial ramiﬁ-
cations of this plan. If we estimate the number of college students in America to equal to around
10% of the population, and that is a very low estimate, then we have approximately 30,000,000
students (300,000,000 / 10). If we then assume that only 10% of all college students take advan-
tage of this program, or 3,000,000, then the total cost of the program would be $4,000 times
3,000,000 or $12 billion. Perhaps I am too ﬁscally conservative, but if Mr. Green truly believes
our national debt needs another $12,000,000,000 hit, he can go ahead and endorse this plan. Now
I may be unfairly targeting Mr. Green and Mr. Obama in my review, but I do not mean for it to
be taken as an anti-Obama or, worse yet, an anti-liberal critique. In truth, I decided to not even
include Mr. McCain's education policy in my discussion as its a9empts are so meager that they
are hardly worth mentioning. My chief concern is, and always will be, that political answers are
never simple and throwing money at a problem is never a solution. By deﬁnition volunteer
work is unpaid and, too o8en, unrewarded. To pay somebody to volunteer is tantamount to hir-
ing an employee to not work. They just don't make sense together. 
Cheerfully Non-Partisan, 
Ryan Smith
Dear Editor,
As I read the article, Bryant strives for best facilities, I sat waiting for my 11am class to begin;
you may ask what the holdup was since my watch read 11:07. Well the problem was that there
were too many students and not enough chairs in the classroom. So, like every Tuesday and
Thursday morning the last student to arrive is the unlucky soul that must search nearby class-
rooms for a chair to use for the hour long class. This is not the only problem that I notice; an-
other smaller problem is that none of the clocks in any of my classrooms seem to work. 
Therefore, you may understand that as I read about Bryant building two new townhouses, a
contemporary science lab, and decorative domes, among many other extravagant projects, I am
a li9le annoyed (maybe even peeved) that there are many other issues (large and small) that are
being completely ignored. Firstly, why are all the clocks broken? It seems like an easy problem
to ﬁx, yet nearly all of the clocks do not show the right time or do not even work at all. This
causes the majority of my classes to run over their alloted time, giving me barely any time to
pack up and rush to my next class. 
Secondly, and this is probably the most infuriating problem, is the size of classrooms. Now, I
understand that there are many more students at Bryant than in past years; however, one of the
main reasons I chose Bryant for my undergrad studies was the “fact” that the classroom sizes
would be kept to 25 – 30 students. So, it may be a bit frustrating when my classrooms average 35
students. My question then is, how can a teacher hold a discussion class at the 400 level with 35
students? Please do not think that I am unhappy with the improvements; I only wish Bryant ad-
ministrators would ﬁnd the time to ﬁx the clocks and maybe hire a few more teachers because
when I think “best facilities” working clocks and appropriate class sizes are at the top of the list
of necessities. Thank you for listening.
Sincerely,
Erin Madore 
Recently the
news has
been domi-
nated by the
upcoming Presidential Election. Who will win-
Barack Obama or John McCain? Either way,
history will be made. There will either be a
black man as President for the ﬁrst time in his-
tory or a woman as Vice President, also a ﬁrst.
In a few short weeks, life
as an American will
be changed forever.
Don’t be fooled into
believing the elections
are so distant from
you. They can be right
in your dorm room if
you want. There are
endless ways to get
involved in the elec-
tion.
The most basic
way to be involved would be to vote. Last
Monday, September 29th, the Student Pro-
gramming Board held voter registration in the
Rotunda. If you  haven’t registered, and you’re
18, you still have a li9le time. By visiting your
own town or city hall you can register. Also, if
you won’t be able to get home, don’t forget to
sign up for an absentee ballot. To register on-
line, visit
h9p://www.fec.gov/votregis/vr.shtml.  This
site is for any eligible citizen regardless of resi-
dence. Another helpful websites is
h9p://www.rockthevote.com/electioncenter/.
This site discusses options of absentee voters.
It’s worth looking at.
Beyond voting, if you still want to get in-
volved, you can. There is always need for extra
volunteers, supporters, and fund raisers. De-
pending on your personal preference, try visit-
ing www.barackobama.com or
www.johnmccain.com . Inside each site are op-
portunities to oﬀer assis-
tance to the next
President of the
United States.  It can
be one a8ernoon
making phone calls
or holding a sign, or
your involvement can
become a daily
hobby, it’s your
choice.
Here’s a common
misconception; you don’t ma9er in the out-
come of the election. This is in no way accu-
rate. Each voice counts, each vote. Stand up for
something you believe in- add to the eﬀorts of
whomever you deem worthy to run the na-
tion. If you are undecided, check out the web-
sites anyways- ﬁnd out what the candidates
stand for. There are simple ways to see each
candidate’s perspective. Youtube the debates;
Google their names- there’s information out
there just waiting for you.  You get a vote,
which is a privilege. Don’t forget to add your
choice to the 2008 Presidential Elections.
By Nicole Murphy
Staff Writer
Get involved in Election ‘08
Each voice counts, each vote.
Stand up for something you
believe in - add to the eﬀorts of
whomever you deem worthy to
run the nation.
Check out our website:
www.bryantarchway.com
I wanted to review Eagle Eye for two rea-
sons. First, I like Shia LaBeouf. I think he has
a lot of talent and potential. Second, I knew I
eventually would have to go see a movie I
didn’t particularly want to see and review it
objectively. Unfortunately I turned out to be
right, as this is one of the most ridiculous
films I have ever seen.
LaBeouf plays a twenty something year
old named Jerry Shaw who is stuck in a rut.
He works at a local copy place, can barely
afford to pay his rent each month, and is vir-
tually estranged from his family. On one
particularly bad day, he gets a call informing
him that his brother has just died in a traffic
accident. For reasons yet to be revealed, it is
seemingly this event that causes him to be-
come “activated.” Activated means that an
unknown entity, only known as Eagle Eye,
has contacted him, forcing him to serve their
needs or face death.
Rachel Holloman (played by Michelle
Monaghan) winds up in the same situation as
Jerry, and eventually their paths cross after a
series of absurd events that almost implausi-
bly brings them together. From here on out,
the pair is sent on an insanely complicated and
laughable set of missions by the omnipotent
Eagle Eye for the rest of the movie. Mean-
while, FBI agent Thomas Morgan (Billy Bob
Thornton) and Air Force Special Agent Zoe
Perez (Rosario Dawson) are sent to work on
the case of an unknown terrorist threat that in-
volves (the now fugitive) Jerry Shaw.
This alone might make for a good movie, if
everything was done right and there was a
solid script or screenplay. Sadly, none of these
things exist in Eagle Eye. Despite his best effort,
LaBeouf just isn’t the action hero type, and it
shows throughout the whole movie. He looks
like he should be in college, not holding a
steady job and living on his own. Thornton
also does well in the movie, however his talent
is squandered, as is Dawson’s, by their limited
and laughable dialogue. Almost every scene
and character back story in this movie is a
complete rip-off of some other (better) movie,
giving it a very generic feel throughout.
All of this may have just made Eagle Eye a
bad movie, that could still be fun to watch,
however Caruso (the director) made sure this
wasn’t the only hindrance to the film. Rather,
the worst part about this movie is the absurd-
ity of almost everything that happens.
Characters walk away from brutal car
chases, four story falls, and any other kind of
bodily punishment you can imagine without a
scratch. But that worked in Die Hard, so why
not let it go? One thing that you can absolutely
not let go is the stupidity of the amount of
power the director gives to “Eagle Eye.” Since
I would never tell anyone to ever go see this
movie, I have a “spoiler” here. Eagle Eye (and
the female voice that represents it) is actually a
supercomputer that became self-aware and
now can control every single electronic de-
vice/piece of equipment in the world, and
seemingly everything else. It was built by the
government to fight terrorism but then turned
against it after ARIA (the name given to the
computer) came to believe that the govern-
ment needed to be exterminated. The reason-
ing for this is, not surprisingly, completely
absurd as well.
If this only sounds ridiculous then I proba-
bly didn’t explain it well enough, because it’s
absolutely illogical. I couldn’t help but laugh
at points throughout the movie where the
computer could do things such as electrocute
people with power lines, or detect vibrations
to hear human speech. As a matter of fact, the
movie gets so absurd towards the end that I
had to wonder why everyone hadn’t already
left.
Unfortunately for me, I had to stick it out so
as not to unfairly judge the movie. What this
movie could have been was an interesting
study of the dangers of technology, and the
potential consequences of how it is integrated
into our daily lives, had it not been so ridicu-
lous. But leave it up to Hollywood to turn a
good idea into a horrible movie by overload-
ing it with too much action and too little sub-
stance.
I would not recommend anyone to go and
see this movie. I would recommend that they
save their ten bucks and spend it on some-
thing more useful. This is by no means a good
movie in any way. It was intended as an action
film, but turned into a comedy the more the
movie progressed. Also, at a running time of
118 minutes, the movie is about thirty minutes
too long, and it shows as the movie drags into
its climax
way past
the audi-
ence’s
breaking
point. I give
this movie a
very gener-
ous 1 out of
5 Bulldogs.
This movie earned 1
out of 5 bulldogs
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Bulldog Flicks: Eagle Eye
By Luke Stankiewicz
Staﬀ Writer
MCT Campus.
Horoscopes
Aquarius
1/20 - 2/18
You can make quite a bit of money, but you
face a difficult choice. You'll have to turn down
an invitation to do something with your friends.
On the other hand, you'll have more income to
spend with them later.
Pisces
2/19 - 3/20
Aries
3/21 - 4/19
Taurus
4/20 - 5/20
Gemini
5/21 - 6/21
Cancer
6/22 - 7/22
Leo
7/23 - 8/22
Virgo
8/23 - 9/22
Libra
9/23 - 10/22
Scorpio
10/23 - 11/21
Sagi$arius
11/22 - 12/21
Capricorn
12/22 - 1/19
You need to have an idea book, full of your
photos and notes. All of your ideas won't actu-
ally work, but some of them will. Get as many
down on paper as you can. They'll inspire you
to come up with even more.
You ought to listen to the little voice in your
head, especially if it issues a warning. There's
a problem coming. Make a list of possibilities
before one's staring you in the face. It's more
fun to be prepared.
Your partner suggests taking action, and your
friends are eager to go. Caution them, how-
ever. Projects begun now will not turn out as
expected. Proceed with caution.
A controversy arises, and you wonder which
side to take. Join up with a loved one or child
and you'll be on the winning team. If loved ones
and children are on both teams, flip a coin.
You're tempted to run wild and free, but don't
forget to take safety precautions. One major
detail overlooked could seriously disrupt your
plans.
Go back over the numbers and figure out a
way to siphon more into your savings ac-
counts. Stop pouring your money down vari-
ous rat holes. Tidy up and increase your net
worth.
Focus your attention on the person who's giv-
ing you the most trouble. This is really your
best coach, if you can answer the question:
What can you do differently in this 
relationship?
Give a creative project your full attention now.
It will run into difficulties and won't turn out as
expected. Work the necessary corrections into
your design.
Get together with a person who always helps
you calm down. Just hanging out will make
you feel better. You'll also start figuring out
new ways to make everything go right. Don't
fret; you're good at this.
This is a fine time to sit at home in your easy
chair, watching old movies and the travel
channel. It's the wise way to travel now, and
it ought to be lots of fun. And you'll save
tons of dough.
Catch up on your reading. You're going to find
information that calms your fears and answers
those nagging questions knocking around in
the back of your head. It will be worth the
effort.
Get ready for
The Perfect Idiot
On October 17th through the 19th, the
Bryant Players will be putting on “The
Perfect Idiot”, a play by Eunice and
Grant Atkinson. Senior Amber DeAn-
gelis is the Director and junior Mandie
Dev is the Assistant Director for the
play.
“The Perfect Idiot” tells the story of
Dan Tennyson, a smart boy with a
“Smart-me, dumb-you” attitude that
causes him a big problem: his parents
will not let him take his college entrance
exams because he has poor social skills.
Meanwhile, Puff, the high school star
athlete, is disqualified from all athletic
events unless he pulls ups his grades.
So, Dan schemes that he will tutor Puff
if Puff and the gang will make him a so-
cial success. Will the plan work? Or
could his plan go horribly wrong?
Starring in “The Perfect Idiot” are fif-
teen of Bryant’s finest student thespians.
Kevin Dunn is starring as Dan, Jennie
Ktaychik as Linda, Coburn Childs as
Jackie, Joelle Sopariwala as Margaret,
John Gardener as Roger, Kevin Javier as
Von Varf, Jenna Morris as Jeannie, Tara
Calnan as Carla, Parker Williams as
Puff, Ryan Smith as Latherby, Krissy
Aucoin as Rhodora, Jen McElligott as
Miss Baker, Carlos Ramos as Mr. Booth,
and Matthew Tivnan as the Policeman.
The Players have been putting a lot
of hard work into the show, from con-
structing the set to performing on stage.
On the construction of the set, Dev said,
“We buy our own materials and build
our own sets. We kept the set construc-
tion for this show simple and experi-
mented with color, instead. [Amber
and I] both wanted to create a classy yet
lived in mood with our set to frame the
comic antics of the cast.” DeAngelis
praises the cast for their dedication in
perfecting their acting (skills). She said,
“The cast has been working hard. In
fact, much of the cast is freshmen. They
are new to the Players and they have
taken everything in stride. Mandie and
I both wish them our best and congratu-
late them on their hard work.”
“The Perfect Idiot” will be performed
in Janikies on Friday, October 17th at
7pm, Saturday, October 18th at 7pm, and
Sunday, October 19th at 2pm.
By Brigit Clancy
Variety EditorSoler was highly recommended byone of my professors, so I decided to
go at the last minute. It turned out to
be the most incredible instrumental
performance I have ever seen.
Soler is a Maestro of the guitar,
and that is an understatement. This
man was the most brilliant guitarist I
have ever come across. Being a man
of few words, he did not have to
speak much. The music spoke for
him. He blended international
acoustic music with a nice blues style
towards the end. Soler was playing
long, very detailed, strings of notes
that required incredibly fast finger
movement up and down the neck of
the guitar.
Most songs filled with low notes
and high, Soler has reason to be
named Poet of the Guitar. He beauti-
fully blended notes together in a way
that was music to my ears. The first
part of the program featured songs
from Spain and Latin America.
Notes really close together, to notes
separated by a couple of seconds to-
wards the ends of songs; every note
was beautifully played with the emo-
tions of the songs clearly shining
through. You could tell when there
was drama, and when there were
tender moments, as paralleled by
Soler’s facial expressions. My favorite
song in the first part was Batucada by
Isaias Savio of Uruguay. The song
started out with incredible rhythmic
finger tapping on the body of the gui-
tar that was performed at break-neck
speeds. I needed to really concen-
trate on his fingers to keep pace. Im-
mediately after, the song goes right
into a dizzying array of musical notes
which was just fascinating.
After a brief intermission, I was
ready for part two, even more im-
pressive than the first part. The sec-
ond part included contemporary
songs on the guitar. Spread through-
out these songs were bluesy tunes.
At times, Soler would be playing
with one hand on the neck of the gui-
tar, and the other hand would be
snapping—even that sounded impec-
cable. One song in particular was full
of notes that I did not even know
were possible to make on a guitar,
but still performed beautifully.
After the show, I was privileged
enough to meet Soler. Contrary to
during the performance where Soler
said a total of about eight words, he
was very talkative. He made the
statement, “I did this with only six
strings. No band. No extra instru-
ments.” It just shows you the power
that one instrument has.
I highly recommend coming to as
many of these events as you can.
Soler came last year, and he came
again this year. I can only hope he
comes to perform again next year.
Tune In to WJMF
Anote from A.J. Toto, the General Manager of WJMF
Tune into WJMF 88.7 FM or listen online at www.wjmf887.com all day on Wednesdays for a jam packed day of talk and
music shows.
Wednesday
12pm -2 pm
Sports Talk With Matt Calgaris- Join Matt Every Wednesday for the latest sports highlights and updates.
4pm -5pm
Business Talk With Rubin and Greenan- Professors Rubin and Greenan discuss anything and everything in the business
world including the latest updates from their BUS 101 class sections.
6pm -9 pm
Alternative to What? - Join Chris Macksey every Wednesday for the best in Alternative rock music from the 90’s and today!
9pm – 10pm
The Archway News Show: Kaleigh Durkin and Stephen Demers bring you the brand new Archway News Show; they will
bring you the latest developments in The Archway.
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Celebrity 
Round-Up
Hollywood recently lost an Ameri-
can Legend. Actor Paul Newman died
from complications stemming from
lung cancer at his Westport, Connecti-
cut home.  He is survived by five
daughters and his wife of fifty years,
Academy Award winner Joanne
Woodward.  Newman recently lent his
voice to such movies as Dale and Dis-
ney’s smash hit Cars. 
This past weekend, radio DJ
Howard Stern married long time girl-
friend of eight years, Beth Ostrosky.
The two were married by Kelly Ripa’s
husband, ordained minister Mark
Consuelos.  Guest at the ceremony in-
cluded Barbara Walters, Billy Joel, and
Donald Trump to name a few.
Scarlett Johansson and Ryan
Reynolds also got married in a small
private ceremony in Canada.  The two
have been engaged since May and
have been going out for over a year.
If you’re a fan of Dancing With the
Stars this season has been a rocky one.
Last week reality star, Kim Kardashian
got the boot, and this week volleyball
gold medalist Misty May-Treanor an-
nounced that she is out of the competi-
tion after injuring herself during
rehearsal Friday.
Janet Jackson was rushed to a Mon-
treal hospital last Monday after falling
ill during a routine sound check.  Jack-
son is on her “Rock Withchu” world
tour in support of her latest album Dis-
cipline.  
Melrose Place star Heather Locklear
was arrested in Santa Barbara, Califor-
nia last weekend on suspicion of driv-
ing under the influence.  Locklear
went to a rehab clinic in Arizona to
battle depression and anxiety. 
Nielson Media Research announced
Sunday that ratings for Saturday Night
Live have increased 49 percent meter
markets compared to last year’s first
four shows of the season.  This is at-
tributed to SNL’s funny girl Tina Fey
playing Republican vice presidential
candidate Sarah Palin.
This past weekend at the box office,
Shia LeBeouf’s suspense action thriller
Eagle Eye fell to the number two spot
bringing in a solid $17 million at the
box office.  The top spot went to Bev-
erly Hills Chihuahua, which featured
voices from Drew Barrymore, Andy
Garcia, and George Lopez to name a
few. It brought in $29 million.  In a
strong third, Nick and Norah’s Infinite
Playlist, bringing a respectable $11 mil-
lion.
Some good movies opening this
weekend include: Body of Lies starring
Leonardo DiCaprio and Russell
Crowe; scary movie Quarantine star-
ring Jennifer Carpenter, The Express a
true story of Ernie Davis, two-time All-
American running back for Syracuse
University, starring Dennis Quaid and
Rob Brown.  I predict that Hollywood
A-list actors DiCaprio and Crowe will
take the number one spot with their
By Carlos Ramos
Staﬀ Writer
Soler was ‘Incredible’
By Michael Adams
Opinion Editor
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